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Debunks Master Race Theory Of McGurk
I THIS HAS GOT TO STOW
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becoming mothers without
wedlock that they bat e
brought their babies back to
school and asked, without gettins approval, permission to
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NOT IN FAR AWAY Washington, O. C.. but right here in
the Memphis public school
system some young u n vied
mothers feel so little shame at
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Dawson Hits School Probe

show the child to classmates.
Readers till find more on this
great problem in "For The
Record." on page 3 and in an
editorial on page 7.

HearingsOn
12r. Gore Says Florida A &M Staff Integration
Asked, Not Told, To Quit Boycott Fraudulent

Teachers' Roster Meet Participants

Rep. Charles C. Diggs, an able
spokesman for tabor and cilia
rights, is taking the stump on bes

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — The president of Florida ttion to the future of the univer- WASHINGTON — Rep. William
L. Dawson (13) Ill.. charged Monsity.
A. and M. University said last week that deteriorating ra- "Sonic of our most loyal friends day that the House subcommitcial relations were hurting the institution here.
here have been rsluctant to help 1 tee investigating integration of
Dr. George W. Gore, jr. said that because of this situ- us now and I am frankly worried Washington schools is meeting illegally.
ation he has appealed to the faculty, staff and employees about what will happen when our Dawson said the
appropriation requests go before
subcommittee
of the university to refrain from
the next Legislature, It behooves dues not have the required per-

active participation in Tallahas- I our future.
all of us to keep our heads to
see's bus boycott.
"While the university has taken keep this ship from going under."
claim
Gore denied, however. a
no offielial position with regard to
Asked if his action had been
by the Negro Inter-Civic Coun- the local problem, some of our prcmpted by the Board of Coneil that he had served an ulti- university people have identified trol, which supervises the univermatum on the stall to get out of with the movement to the detri- sity system, Dr. Gore replied that
the bus protest movement.
ment of the university.
he had acted upon his own initia"I have appealed to them to use tive because he felt it was his reFELT COMPELLED
The bus boycott by Negro rid- discretion and to consider any ac- sponsibility to make the facts
ers was started almost f o u r tions they might take with rela-. known.
months ago in protest against segregated seating arrangements.
In a news relense, the council
said Dr. Gore had stated at a
staff and faculty meeting t is a t
,(An Editorial)
-either you are loyal to the university or loyal to something out
We thought that Adolph Hitler and his notions of pure
there; east your lot. with this ship '
or get out. You can't be loyal to Aryanism and the master race had been destroyed with
his gasoline soaked bones at Bertchesgarden. Apparently
both."
Dr. Gore said when asked about not, because the latest nonsense on alleged superiority has
the council statement that as pres- been advanced by Dr. Robert McGurk of Villanova univerident of the university he felt Bay•
compelled to tell his staff what
The Pennsylvania born scientist may have dethe situation wag and to appeal
lighted
the champions of white supremacy; but he
to them to use discretion because
,.outraged
such reknowned personages as Dr. Earnest
their actioas in an individual
professor of anthropology at Howard
Hooten,
Albert
pacite might reflect on the ud-

Debunks Master Race

wersity.
••It was not my intentioei to in-

•

terfere in any way with t h e
rigiika of any individual and nobody has been fired or is going
to get fired if we keep our heads,"1.
he said.

university who is acknowledged as the foremost anin his field. as well as other -It-4.s
t hority 4-) the
in the scientific realm.
What disturbed Hooten and his associates is the
wanton disregard of Dr. McGurk for using the established forms of scientific testing to arrive at his findings; a sin comparable in extent to a dodoes violation of the Hippocratic oath, or more simply, a dentist
removing a tooth with a monkey wrench.

mission of the House to sit during adjournment
Dawson declared in a prepared
statement that the subcommittee's
action in holding hearings "is irresponsible and withaut authority." and that it has no authority
to require witnesses to attend and
'hal it has no right to use public
funds for expenses.
The Illinois Congressman said
the meetings are "a fraud on the
Dawson declared the hearings
are "making the hest case for

half of Democratic candidate Adlai E. Stevenson and Estes Ke.
flower, the Democratic National
Committee announced today. The
34-year-old Congressman from Dotroit will make an extended speaking tour of the far nest with slope
in San Francisco, Oakland, Fresno and Los Angeles. Calif. He will
also address political rallies is
Portland, Oreg. and Seattle, Wash.
before returning to the midwest
to speak at a giant labor meet..
ing in Minneapolis. Minn. on Oct.

19.

Cong. Diggs, who was a member of the platfo#m committee at

SEVERAL OF

KEY

FIGURES in the annual meeting
here Sunday of Baptist Teachers' Roster of the B M & E
Convention of Tennessee are
together here as Miss Grelia
Reeves, cmchairman of the
Shelby Roster unit, pass on
appreciations to Prof. J. D.

Springer, principal of Douglass
High, who made the principal
address. Just right of Prof.
Springer is President 1. e v i
Watkins, of S. A. Owen Junior college where the meeting
was held. Others, reeding from
left. are: .1. E. McKinney, of
Bolivar, Tenn.: Prof. Edward

Dr. Edward E. Brewster. who inations."
has taught at nearby Rust col- DR. CRAWFORD
lege for, a number of years, join- ' D. Floyd W Crawford, who
ed the staff in Social Science. Dr. taught history at Louisville MuBrewster is an ordained minis- nicipal college for 13 years, will
ter, and holds a B. A. degree teach history this year. He refrom Bates college. the M. A. de- ceived grants from the Fund for
gree from the University of Penn- the Advancement of Education,
sylvania, and the B. D. from Drew New York City, to study English
Theological Seminary. His disser- and American history and in fortation for his Ph. D. degree at eign governments at Ness' York
Boston university was in the field university. Dr. Crawford's doctorof Social Ethics on the subject, al dissertation was "Some As"Patterns of Socal Concern in pects of the Political and Eco-

nomic Problems of Woman in English Society. 1884-1901.'
ANDREW HSU
Andrew Hsu, formerly of the
faculty of Hampton Institute, will
teach mathematics. Mr. Hsu received his B. A. degree from the
National Wuham University of China and the Master's degree from
Columbia university. He is now
studying electronic computors,

MR. KNOX, MRS. SIMPKINS
Casette Knox, a LeMoyne graduate with a Master's degree from
Tuskegee Institute, was appointed
to teach chemistry. Mr. Knox will
replace Mrs. George Thompson,
who is studying at the University
of Michigan.
Mrs. Adrenne Simpkins, a graduate of Virginia State college, will
teach courses in physical education for women.

Roster unit and master of ceremonies for the program; Professor E. Rivets, of Whitevine, general chairman, and
at extreme right, Rev. L. Nelson, of Ripley. (Withers Photo)
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Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of
the' National Baptist Convention,

•

At Vets Meet:
Lee Vs. Walker
Republicans will take on Democrats in a slam-barn debate on how the Negro should cast his vote this Fall as
a climax to a four-day conference of former servicemen
to be sponsored here by the Veteran's Benefit, Inc. Oct.
11-14.
In armouring ''The Great De-

the recent Democratic National
Convention, said that his mission
would he to !•iineov( r the Republican fraud on the Powell amend.
ment and to spotlight the Eisenhower administration's br ok an
promises to labor

ABC Censures
Jet Publishers
In Board Meet
At a meeting of the board ed
directors of the Audit Bureau of

Circulations on Sept. 14, a hear-

mania, where no protestant has ing was held on charges brought
been admitted for the past 30 by Afro-American Newspapers,
Baltimore, Md.. and The Informs
years.
sr Group of Newspapers, Hous-

LA CLARKP: WILLIA.MS

-

LeMoyne College opened its 87th academic year with
an enrollment of 405. There are 122 freshmen, 89 sophomores, 78 juniors, 60 seniors, 15 unclassified, and 41 enrolled in the evening classes.
Addition of five new faculty members was announced
by President Hollis F. Price. I
Four American Protestant DenomDR. BREWSTER

Gray, chairman of the Shelby

Dr. Jackson To Speak
At Nov. 2 Mass Rally

MAY T.ALX POLMCS
Fresh from this tour, Dr. Jack- ton, Texas, against the Johnson
Publishing emopany, Inco of Chi.
son is expected to speak on the cago,
publisher of Jet Magazine. '
International outlook a n d to
An answer was ftled by Johnmake a plea for a reliance upon
son Publishing company.
spiritual guidance and interracial
The charges were based on litgoodwill for the solving of our
erature
issued by the Johnson Pubproblems, here in America.
lishing company in May. 1954.
He is, also, expected to give The literature implied
ABC aua strong boost (perhaps non-parthority
for a comparison of the
tisan) to the effort of local politiaverage paid circulation of the city
cal efforts, to get a record breakand retail trading zones of the
coming
vote
for
the
ing Negro
complainants'
newspapers
as
election.
•
shown in the ABC Publisher's
Dr. Brewster says, that °A
months end-

USA, Inc., will speak to a mammoth Southwide Goodwill mass
meeting at Ellis auditorium,' Nov.
CONGRESSMAN DAWSON
2, at 7 p. m.
FUTURE PRECARIOUS
The .meeting will be in connec"But tbe situation is that our
integration I have ever heard."
relations here in Tallahassee and
tion
with the closing of the session
"These hearings have shown
throughout the state have worsen- See EDITORIAL, Page 2
without a doubt that the old sys- I of the Tennessee Baptist Convened steadily and we are now in a s111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111011111t11111111111111111110111011111111;1111111110I0111111111111111111i11111111t tem of segregation created every tion, according to an announceprecarious position with regard to
ill from which the youth of this ment by Dr. W. Herbert Brewcountry suffers. . .Rep. Davis and ster, executive secretary and prothe subcommittee are barring for gram director of the convention.
Dr. Jackson has led the National Baptist Convention for the
See DAWSON, Page 2

LeMoyne Adds Five To Faculty As
R7th Term Starts Enrollment405

Diggs Goes
On Stump
For Demos

committee of 100 Baptist leaders
and laymen from the state of
Mississippi, and the same number
from Arkansas, are collaborating
with the Tennessee Convention in
DOCTOR JACKSON
sponsoring the oceaaion." He also
states, that "Many local organizapast tour years, daring which he tions will become co-sponsors."
has become a powerful Interna- 1 Tennessee has two Baptist Contional figure, by reason of his ventions; one of which is headed
world tours that have brought him by Dr. S. A. Owen. who is also
into connection not only with the vice president of National Bapreligious leaders of the world, but tist Convention — to whom a spewith the political powers around cial invitation has been extended
the globe.
, by the sponsoring convention.
His tours took him behind the ! headed by Dr. A. E. Campbell
Iron Curtain, where he spoke at — to head an aggregation of honleast eight times v:ithin the shad- ored guests, speakers and particiows of the Kremlin. He was ac- pants who will sit on the platcorded a warm'recePtion in many
Satelite countries, including Rio See DR. JACKSON, Page 2

statement for the six
ing Sept. 30, 1955. with the defendant's own breakdown of tho
"local circulation" of the Oct. 13,
1955 issue of Jet magazine.
ABC reports for magazines de
not show "local circulation" nor a
breakdown of circulation by city
and retail trading zones.
The ABC Publishing board found
the Johnson Publishing Company.,
Inc. guilty of a violation of publicity rules contained in Chapter
A of the Bureau's rules.
The board voted that the Johnson Publishing Company, I n e.,
publisher of Jet magazine, bo
censured and a bulletin, calling
attention to the violation, issued
to an members of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
4.!

bate which will decide how the
mid-South Negro votes on Nov. 8."
Atty. James F. Estes, president-counselor for the Veteran's
Benefit, said two outstanding
representatives of each major political party will take part in the
debate to be held at Clayborn
Temple, Sunday night, Oct. 14, 8
p.m.
LEE VS. WALKER
Local flavor will be added to
Rev. Clarence H. Cobb. of Chithe debate when Lt. George W.
cago, internationally noted minisLee, Republican national committer of the First Church of Delivteeman and manager of the Mierance, will be presented in Memnority Groups division for TenOpening day at the Tr -PIM rs Taint Search, The Mid •
phis for the first time with his
nessee, takes on James T. WalkSottlitNiitIA Spelling 'Tourney, A
JAMES WALKER
34-voice choir Thursday nght, No- Fair features Arkansas.
er, who was a state candidate for
vember 8, at Mason's Temple, 958
Today (Thursday, Oct, 4) is ee Registered LiVeStock Show, Pris1the Legislature in the August 2
S. Mason at.
Democratic Primary.
openeig day for the 43rd Onus! Wag attraction; school and
Both Lee and Walker are dyAppearance of the colorful min- Tri-State Fair, one of the largest leze exhibits, theatrical entertaiii•
namic speakers of strong convicister, scene of his early boyhood events of its kind sponsored by merits, a dance in the famed rate%
tion and they are expected to rip
days, with his singers will be for Negroes anywhere in America and grounds Casino, and nationany
speakers for the.speeill stab
into each other With local issues
benefit of the Abe Scharff YMCA, the world.
being threshed.
sponsor of the engagement.
This year's TrO•State Lair Way tam features of the project.
Among the featured spealitel
Atty. Estes said that through
In Chicago Rev. Cobb and his "kicked-off formally at a gala
the efforts of Lt. Lee the benefit
choir of the First Church of De- luncheon meeting two weeks ago
was assured of two Republican
liverance have become almost leg- at Currie's Club Tropicana, when see FAIR, Pace
speakers to carry that party's
endary in the church life of vir- approximately 100 direetare
the
banner in the debate. Final
tually a million people. The tem- Fair organization assembled ti)
clearance on the Democratic
ple, built on Chicago's Southside mobilize for this year's program
speakers was still awaited at week
at 4315 S. Wabash ave., is one of and exhibition.
end with the possibility that Conuse finest in the city. ApproxiOutstanding men tend Women
A 22,000 bond of Atty. L. 1,. las
gressmen Diggs a n d Dawson
mately 3,000 communicants wor- leaders in agriculture, education, dertin, 27, was ordered forfeited
might represent the Democrats.
ship there every Sunday, and his business and related fielda were in Criminal Court last week when
Republican speakers will be
radio listeners on Sunday eve- present to speak to the group aod he failed to appear for trial on a
Dudley Martin, of Chicago, an innings have been estimated to in- review This year's features.
charge of fraudulent breach ei
vestigator for the Illinois Internal
clude appriximately 500,000 peoGEORGE LEE
LT.
Fair, trust.
the
These
features
for
has
Revenue Department who
ple.
which is scheduled for Oot. 4, 6, Sanderlin, Indicted in Decembid,
been on the National Republican famed Supreme Court decision FUNDS NEEDED
and 7, include; the annual Baby was charged with failure to del*.
6
Speaker's Bureau since 1936. and outlawing segregation in public
Lewis 0. Swingler, executive Show, an opening day event, in se second mortgage notes to his
of
professor
Atty J. M. Nabrit,
schools.
secretary of Absso Scharff Y. M.
the Women's Building; a special aunt in Chicago, or return her tho
Law at Howard university. one of
Mr. Martin Is a former Mem- C. A., stated tlian. he was most
salute to Arkansas Cotton G i n $2,100 she had sent him for the
the lawyers who represented the
Cooperatives, the WDIA-Tri-Statt
See
DEMO.,
Page
v
CHORUS,
Page
2
Sec
now
South Carolina child in the

Cobb Chorus
Coming Here
For YMCA

Tri-State Fair
Opens With New
Features Ready
molls

of

FIVE ADDITION

.

to the I,e•

Moyne college faculty were anansaced by President Hollis F.
Price. F n. of them seen here
NC Dr. Iloyd W. Crawford,

seated, history; and left to
right; Dr. Edward E. Brewster, social science' Andrew
Hsu, mathematics, and Caeclle

Knox, chemistry. The other,

Mrs. Adrenne Simpkins, women's physical education, was
not present when picture was
mide. (Hodks Photo)

Atty. Sanderlin
Forfeits Bond

#
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Editorial
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THE NEW EMMANUEL Episcopal church, strategically locited in the heart of Foote Cleaborn Humes, will be uscil

•
tlur

. —•

for worship scilicet;
iirst time, Sunday,
Dedicatory services
held later in junction

for the
Oct. 7.
will be
with the

(Continued from Page I)

church's 81st anniversary. Father St. Julian .4. Simpkins
has announced the cornerstone
1”ing for this Sunday, 5 p.m.

Emmanuel Episcopal Communicants
Move Into New Church On Oct. 7

Dr. McGurk allowed himself to be so swayed by
prejudice that he fell back on some vague figures
from World War H and some haphazard observations
on which to base his published assertion that the Negro is mentally incapable of achieving intelligence on
a par with whites.
If Dr. McGurk'a report was allowed to go unchallenged, this would endanger the whole scientific field
in freedom from the twisted purposes of propaganda
and this country would be slipping into the same
shadowy Valhalla of lies and half truths which Hitler
used to gain power.
Even now in Washington, an attempt is being
made by some demagogues using their Congressional
privileges to spread far and wide the propaganda that
integration in the District of Columbia schools is a
failure because of the mental, moral, and physical incapacities of Negro children.
Nobody will argue the fact that many Negro children are below normal in educational standards, but
this is due solely to their backgrounds of sub-standard
living and exposure to cultural factors. This when
viewed in its proper perspective is the mot powerful
argument in favor of integration because it shows
conclusively that there never was and never can be
any thing as separate, but equal.
Here, we must commend the forthrightness of
Dr. Omer Carmichael, superintendent of Louisville
public schools, who said on a television program last
Sunday that it would have helped the South if both
political parties had agreed on a common platform
plank upholding the Supreme Court de-segregation
ruling.
......
The educator, who made successful transition
from segregated schools to integration because he
made a careful five-year preparation for the change,
said that Louisville records showed that Negro children at the sixth grade level are year and a half behind whites in scholastic achievement, but noted that
"cultural poverty" and the fact that Negro teachers
are not as skilled as whites are a factor.
Here in MeNphis for example, where there is a
population of 150,000 Negroes, our children can attend
the art museum and zoo on:y one day "4" --eek, This
is purportedly separate but equal.
Our children have access to only one branch public library—which is limited. T51j5 is purportedly separate but equal.
Then there is the blanket indictment of general
inefficiency of our teachers, which is an unmitigated
lie. Many of them are superior to whites in teaching
ability. They secured their training the hard way, not
in their home states where they were barred from
white institutions, but in first rate institutions in the
North. Mid-West, and West: and many did this at
great sacrifice.
The pattern is generally South-wide. It is this
type of injustice that has put the fat in the fire for
the Sott(h.
As educator Carmichael pointed out, we live in an
environment of handicap, not a hereditary thing.
At least we can be grateful that sane men like Dr.
Carmichael can keep truth above the lies of hate.

Communicants of the Emmanuel tigrew. Mrs. Charles Phillips, Mrs. Publicity — Mrs. Marjorie Ulen,
Episcopal church located in the ,Virgie Bynum, Mrs. L R. Taylor. Mrs. Frederick Rivers, Mrs. Harheart of the Cleaborn Homes will Mrs. Alex Dumas and Mrs. Ed- old I. Johns, Harold I. Johns and
John Parker.
move into their new tabernacle ward Stewart.
Sunday, Oct. 7 as they enter into
a celebration marking both the
dedication and 81st anniversary,
Father St. Julian A. Simpkins.
Jr. has announced the cornerstone
laying service for 5 p.m. Sunday
(Continued from Page 1)
(('ontinued from Page 1)
with the Rt. Hey. 'I'. N. Barth. D.
D.. Bishop of Tennessee, along phian and A graduate of LeMoyne form that night.
Memphis. also has two Baptist
with Memphis and visiting clergy, college.
Gospel singers from several Ministers' organizations. the Bapparticipatng.
A receptor' will be held in the churches will provide music on tist Pastors' Alliance. Dr. R o y
the program which Atty. Estes. Love, president, and the Baptist
Parsh house later at 6.30.
The dedication week will begin who will serve as moderator, ex- Ministers' Conference, Dr. L. A.
Oct. 8 and climax on Sunday. Nov. , pects to pack Clayborn Temple. Hamblin. president. Both presi4 with formal dedication under 5 STATES COMING
dents and their organizations have
leadership of Bishop Barth. A dedRepresentatives from five states been invited, and are expected to
ication reception has been planned had sent firm notice of attending cooperate.
for 6:30 p.m. Nov. 4.
the conference at week end, Atty. CHORUS
TO SING
COMMUNITY PROGRAM
Ests said. They are Illinois, ArScores of other local organizaEarlier that Sunday a reded- kansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and
tions and units are being enlisted
ication sermon will be brought by . Alabama.
to make this special '-Goodwill
the Rev. St. Julian A. Simpkins,
The veterans will bear speak- Mass Meeting'', numerically symsr., rector, St. Mark's Episcopal ers on veterans'
rights and file bolic of the united goodwill, interchurch of Charleston, S. C. and petitions and aplications
for bene- est, and potential, religious, morfather of the priest-in-charge at fits
as well as complaints whch ' al, civic and political strength
Emmanuel.
Atty. Estes says will prove "with- of citizens of color, here in the
A community program is being out a doubt that the Negro vetersponsored on Tuesday, Oct. 30, an is being denied many of his mid-South.
A 500-voice chours, composed of
and on Thursday, Nov. 1 an an- . lawful rights because of his . colchoirs and individuals from variniversary-dedication banquet will or."
(Continued from Page 1)
ous churches (singers of various
be held. Guest speaker will be OTHER SPEAKERS
(Continued from Page 1)
denominatio
ns
announced later.
the
are
nation and the entire world
welcome).
unThursday, Oct. 11, veterana will
' Committees coordinating the ac- register at the Veteran's Benefit der the direction of Dr. W. Her- the inequities of segregation and gratified to be able to secure on
kivitlea aret
headquarters at 860 Vance and at bert Brewster, noted composer the myth of 'separate but equal'. behalf of the board of directors,
Then Dawson noted that "school Rev. Cobb and his singers for an
' Program
Mrs. Edward Stew- 8 p.m. that night they will hear and songwriter, radio minister
art, Mrs. Kathryn Thornton and Joe W. Eanes, of the Memphis and paator of the Fast Trigg Ayes' children were not all angels before engagement designed to aid the local branch in raising the balance
Father Simpkins.
district of the Social Security of- nue Baptist church, will render 1954 and they have nee beceme
of
the budget necessary to close
' Anniversary Brochure — Mrs. fice, on -The New Social Secur- music.
juvenile delinquents since thep."
out the current year 'in t h e
W. 0. Speight, jr., Mrs. Leroy ity Law as it Affects Laborers.
Meanwhile the investigators deThere will be no admission
black."
'Young. Mrs. Fred Harris, Mrs. Businessmen, Farmers and Vet- 1 charge.
cided yesterday to find out which
Alex
Wilson.
L.
Mrs I. S. Bodden 'erans"
members of Congress, the Cabi- "Our membership campaign this
and Mrs. L. M. Holloway.
net, White House staff and Su- spring fell short of its goal by
Friday, Oct. 12. petitions and
53000, Secretary Swingler said.
' Housing — Mrs. 0. B. Braith- applications will be filed "to be
Enjoy your youth: be as )oung I preme Court send their chitElder Cobb, after learning of the
Valle, Mrs Hodder'. Mrs. Harry mailed to Washington for acton
as you are! Do not imitate the dren to Washington's integrated
dire need of the branch for fiT. Cash, Mrs. John Parker and All former servicemen w h o older
schools.
in ma nner or attire. Re:nancial support, cancelled anothles. W. Gary.
want business or farm loans are member ''Youth is fleeting;
Rep, John B. Williams (D)
age
er engagement to make the apEntertainment — Mrs. Belle Pet- urged to apply that day.
is eternal
Miss . instructed
Dr. Hobart pearance in
Memphis:'
Corning. superintendent of schools
Admission tickets for the conin the nation's capital, to furnish cert at
Masor's Temple will be
the information to a House sub- Si in advance,
and $1•25 at the
committee investigating Washing- door.
ton's integrated educational sysFriday night, Vernon McGarity,
tOm.
Tennessee department. Veterans
'Corning agreed to do so.
Administration, will consult and
Williams gave the order aft- advise vsith the veterans on
pener remarking that President Eis- sions, disability, insurance
and
enhower's grandchildren "attend other provisions, such as the new
segregated schools in Virginia." scholarship setup for children
on
corning noted ihat "that s
where they live." hut the Con-, was
lower than that of white pugressman retorted that their parents live at Ft. Belvoir, Va., where
He said that was due in part
the schools are integrated.
to -the complete separateness" of.
The Preaident's two grandchil-' the schools
und,, segregation and
dren of school age both attend the
inability of Negro teachers
private Episcopal schools in Al- to
participate in an exchange of
exandria, Va. David goes to St. ideas
and practices with their colStephen's while Ann is a stu- leagues.
dent at St. Agnes.
Corning added that Negro
Officials of both schools said that
schools also had suffered from
they are not segregated and. the classes
which were too large and
students are admitted on basis of facilities
which were inadequate.
their qualifications only. Neither
Clarence Mitchell. manager of
hash ea niynfoNremgartoi np uw
rneolveu
p
the Washington office of the N.
'ested A. A. C. P , who
attended many
shortly after subcommittee coun- of the
sessions. sat(' the NAACP
se1 William Gerber asked Corn-i made
several requests to be heard
ing if he knows how many federall by
the subcommittee, but did not
officials send their children 'tits!:
receive an answer.
grandchildren to Washington's in Mitchell told reporters. -I can't
tegrated schools,
see a single good purpose accomCorning said he did not know plished" by the
investigation, "othThe Memphis, Tenn . attorney er than it's become
clearer what
then cited a report that some U. a real hazard it
is to democracy .
S. Senators had been advised they to have people
like Williams and
could avoid sending their children Davis in
Congress "
to integrated schools by enrolling
He referred -o Rep
James C.
them at Horace Mann, a pre D
soabvrao
s m(iD
oi)tteGea., chairman of the
vate, all-white school.

Demo-GOP Dr. Jackson

Dawson

- t lives represented on the program' trip to Washington, D. C. The
I will receive a citation. There are tourney has a salute from nation.
five Negro Cotton Gin Co-ops in' ally-fanaed Gloria Lockerman, the
: Arkansas, besides a number of $64,000 champion speller, who vole(Contin
from
Page 1)cessfully operated gins under
uedsuc
ed regret that she could not be
individual control. The co-ops have present for the tourney as a judge.
,sd to participate in
The usual Mid-Way rides end
kansas Day program aree Dr. received special note because the a
Lawrence Davis, president of Ar• have been scesuccessfully develop- other attractions will be features.
kansas AWN college, w ho was' ed in Arkansas by Negro farmers.
Mrs. Robert S Lewis. sr., is
The Arkansas Day program will I chairman of the Women's Departcited this year by the U. S. DeThursday after- ment, sponsoring the Annual Baby
partment of Agriculture for his be presentt-d
.
.
work in 4-H Club work and in oth- noon (Opening Day) at five o'clock Show. Working with her are Meser farm youth activities. Cliff . in the Merchant's Building.
dames V. 0. Westley, Elizabeth
Jones. well-known editor of the BABY SHOW
. Sloan, and Bell Pettigrew. They
Southern Mediator of Little Rock,
For the Baby Show. three iden. will also have charge oi judging
Ark , and widely-acclaimed au- ticsl prizes will be given to three needlework, canning, and other exthority on farm problems as they I baby boys, and three baby girls hibits in Home Service.
relate to the Negro, along with adjudged to be the most healthy. t Another top feature of the 1956
other outstanding individuals.
1 A total of 5100 in premiums have Colored Tri-State Fair will be the
The Tri-State Fair Association t been allocated for the Baby Show. daily appearances of the highly
is making a special citation to bute more than $1,500 in prizes popular Southern Wonders Quarthe Cotton Gin Cooperatives of Ar- to winners in the talent contest. tette of Radio Station WLOK. The
kansas during the Arkansas Day There will be two divisions in this group will entertain Fair visitors
program, Each of the coopers. year's Talent Search, namely, a ,• each day in personal appearances
classical-Gospel Division, and a in the Merchant's Building.
Blues and Popular Division. Win- TALENT SHOW
hers will be selected from each' In the Talent Search program,
TOKYO — (INS) — Eleven division, with the winner of the 1 -slated for the Woman's Building,
American airmen narrowly escap- Classical-Gospel Division going by' Station WDIA, in cooperation with
ed with their lives Tuesday when air to New York City for appear- the Fair Association, will distria huge tanker plane crash landed ances on radio and TV, and the
at Yokota U. S. Air Force base winner of the Blues and Popular
in Tokyo.
division going to Chicago by air
One of the crewmen suffered a to appear on radio and at the
broken leg hut the other 10 were , Club DeLiss.
: uninjured
•cept for minor cuts SPELELN1G BEE
1 and bruises.
The Selling Tourney, under the
direction of Prof. Cornell Wells of
servicemen killed and the oppor- the WDIA staff and Fair Comtunity to reinstate service insur- mittee, will be an outstanding feaance.
ture, with contestants coming from
Saturday night a banquet will Memphis. Arkansas, Mississippi.
bers
te
athtethe Benefit
roohferaedects a r_ and Shelby County, The winning
for
visiting
speller will be given an all expense

Crewmen Escape

Don't Miss

BI
G
DIXIE
PROGRESS

SALE

Chorus

P A 14CH., 2t•••e-4 ads"NW
KIN.%MT STRAIGHT BOURDON
WHISKEY

MEDLEY 0211111.11NG COMPANY, oweessoao. stiotrucxy

AcoNizED
PURNELL'S PRIDE
buy the
bird theft

The Freshest, Tastiest Chicken You've Ever Eaten

1, 11

STERLING SALT

•
•

IPAm•M.IPA I DELICIOUS! HAMBURGER

•

s.

;

or-any other dish—tastes its best when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flevor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
at your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.

STERUNG SALT— in the boy ,,•!.th. the premium offer on the back
PRODUCT OF
INTERNATIONAL SALT CO . INC

*

ON! POUND

SHOP!
SAVE!•
'1119 P.M.
Saturday
Nite!
Extra Hours for
Extra Savings!

U.S.
INSPECTED
V.5.
GRADE A

brings ,out the best in food!

Gerber added: "That is the
school where Vice President Nixon. who is very wrapped up in
integration, sends his children:.
The school is located in Washington's Spring Valley, where the
Nixons live.
Corning also was asked to furnish the subcommittee with in.
formation on whether the three
Washington commissioners sendl
their children to integrated schools. I
schools.
Williams, who was conducting
the hearing with subcommittee
Chairman James C. Davis (D)
Ga told Corning that none of his
three children will ever go to an
integrated school in Washington.
Corning defile! that the Negro
and white schools were integrated
too speedily after the Supreme
Court outlawed segregation in
May. 1954. He said integration
was preceded by two years of
preperation.
He agreed that the scholastic
achievement of Negri., students

Shop 9:30 'Til
9 P.M. Thursday

Buy at
Dixie Progress
Sale-.

Thrill 01 The Deo, Sosih'

THE ONLY U.S.
INSPECTED Savings••.
Just Say:

AND

U. S. Graded

Charge It!

FRESH

CHICKEN
On The Memphis Market

Your Choke of . . . MILD

or

HOT

NET WEIGHT

Coy el Memphis Inspected end Passod

lit. 20

Try

CRIBBS'

ON SEARS
REVOLVING
cHARGE
ACCOUNT

Take
6 Months
To Pay!

Mild, Whole Hog

1ring the Family

COUNTRY SAUSAGE

PARK FREE

PURE PORK
CONTENTS: Whole Hog, Solt, Block Popper, Sap, end Pali Pippo.

J. H. CRIBBS
2870 Starling PI.

•

Memphis, Tenn.

Tel. 34-1229

'I.:lop 9:30 A.M.
'Til 9 Saturday
Nite!
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Calling All Housewives:
Mystery Shopper Coming!

4-••
*•r
it
s'allZsgu,

by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR,

,i big make house to house calls on
11 N a
c‘mtc
'
t "It h
homemakers throis.,henit this area.
pay-off (or the housewives!
The National Tea com pany total Those uho have cash register re(•e'ipts truin the National Food
stores is sponsonng H.
store at (htilsei and fhomas
nation's
'the firm, one of the
leading grocery chains announe RECEIVE AN EQUAL .4MOUIVT
G ROCE ES FR EE
es the "Miss Mystei.y Shopper- o
contest. to provide added incen
Certainl that will tiring
tive to the many happs house happiness to the hearts of many
%%iv es uho ha'.v :ound the new already happy housewt%es.
National Tea co. store at Chelsea
The program is desisned to acand Thomas one ot the finest in
I he shoppers who ha‘e not
quaint
Memphis
• hiss Mystery shopper- will already % isded this beautiful new
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This Matter Of Unwed Teenage Mothers

store to become familiar with Ws
many advantages.
Es cry homemaker in this area
is urged to ue prepared for 'Ms
NIsatery Shopper" when she 11)
,
pears.
\ Atonal Tea's slogan is "Servein
You NI o r e — Saving YOU
to you!
The y1 prove
Nlorii

The indifference of a vital part later to return to the school she
of Memphis Negro leadership to attended with the child and ask
the welfare of our teenage girls permission to show the baby to
Juts resulted in an appaling sit- her former schoolmates.
tialun here that alas and abets 1 Such action on the part of in
the charges of immorality made unwed teenage mother spells out ,
agzinst our people in the subcom- at least ONE THING CLEARLY:
rnittee hearings on integration in A PATTERN OF MORAL LAX1Waehington, D. C.
TY IS BEING ACCEPTED IN
Douglass took the g 1111'
back last Friday night u nee
A TOUCHDOWN Manassas
We have before us a survey . THE NEIGHBORHOOD, in which
ing avvav.
flags fell all oser the field.
could have used was called
from a local agency on "Illegiti- she resides. Here is a reflection
mate Births by Age and Color".: of a breakdown in morals.
•
Expertly, Inexpensively
It reports that there were 1,639
Recently, a highly respected
lie addressed a reunion of tin.
SNP , —
NEW YORK
unwed Negro mothers between the I school principal asked this signiliIn 3 To 5 Days
•
ft
od Ntarshall. %%Iwo playeil a kiy atidth Veterans Association. hie
ages of 14 and 17 in 1935, in Mem- cant question?
%Oleic
Tesas
from
returning
after
old
sepanlea
re%ersieg
the
role in
while during the same perH 0 W CAN WE REACH THE
hot -equal school doctrine. said last
Marshall, chief counsel for
lod there were only 112 unwed lo- FAMILIES OF SUCH G 1
L S'.'
that the NAACP %%ill tri- thc NAACP ha, recently been banvat white mothers in the same They won't come to PTA meetNiemphis' bigge,t CommunityP
at the
eabody . Lai) % olunteei
umph in 0, lueal battle hr rein twit from doing business.
age range.
ings. Many of them don't go to !' Chest campaign officially openedF pays for his own iiiiich.
statement in Alabama. Lcuisiana : Blaming ihe latest maneuvers
From extensive research in this church. Quite a number cannot with a television kickoff Sunday
Tes...
t
The campaign workers will ask
;111(1 T‘
eaS.
iigain.st the NAAcp dirtst.t h. to
sole
inter
field elsewhere, we are quite read and write. Their
-1 night and will continue until Nov. every Memphian to give his ...tau.,
.11e NAACP, made the prediction 0, Attorney i;eneral John 11
sure that the figure given for un- est in radio is the emotionalism 9, v..hen volunteers predict victory • share" . . at least a $1 a month •
22 S. THIRD STREET
Shepperd, Marshall said:
wed white mothers is inaccurate of blues and religion. How are we • for their $1,308,464 goal.
' or a $12 pledge for the year to
Madison & Monroe
iBetween
ue•I,
yet
what
kiii.w
JAMES
A.
"We
By
now
don't
Mari4aret
Anna.
SAUNDERS
I
.
daughter.
mit'
— that it does not include those going to reach them?
!tome television viewers Sunday [ ra:se what Chest President Broun
105 Madison
that
case,
but
Also
win
to
I
need
classes
at
attending sixth grade
We admit we don't have the en; niht saw a 10-minute kickoff over Burch calls "the essential bare
girls whose parents refused to ,
JEFFERSON CITY. Mo. — The
I w hs t evvr• ir 1., Nvi..v.r got il school.
Elementary
Lincoln
etira.
know.
this
sve
do
swallows their pride and permit ; tire answer. But
, Lincoln University board of
wmcr as Chest officials said a minimum" for each agency.
^
Public service offi,
.:ials r e n d e r The three letter ward for humor,: ..greater-tl'an-ever need t h i a
The Community Chest's budget tors last week elected or. 1.::).rl
thinkl
when
we
And
is
SIN.
medical examina0on and treat- alitY
i yesr- hiked the goal to a six per committee of prommete Memphis E. Dawson, 1202 E. Atchison st.
ment, and whose parents were of sin, we automatically picture cent increase over the $1,240,823; businessmen set strict budgets for as the 19th president (Ii the inste
able to shelter their daughters the CHURCH. In the NUMBER of i pledged last year. The TV audiH each of the 28 agencies and ex- lotion.
from public censure, by sending churches this is, sociologically I ence also watched a 15-minute lo , ercise rigid supervision c.,er the
Dr. D„.,„ has ,,..i.,.,,(1 as „.t - .
them out of the community. And, . speaking, a CHURCH COINIU- ' calls' produced film of Memphis agencies' expenses thriii0iiiiit the ing president of (h. iiimersity for
of course, the element of prejuil N1TY. We firmly believe that the Community Chest agi ncies in ac- year.
, the past two years tie succeeds ,
dice must be considered as a fig.1 church must assum- a more dy- lion.
I or. Sherman f). Scruggs who renamic role in family-saving in this 28 AGENCIES
tire of reduction.
•
tired on June 30. 111.. Seurggs has
the
aggregate
community. Out of
Donations to the Community
been incapacitated since suffering •
But, be that as it may the onus
saved last year, it lost 1,639 Chest campaign will help mainDistance
a stroke two years io.at. Ile hail
is still on the Negro of this city, souls
greater por- tam 28 separate agencies provid- ' awe •
.•
beenpresident for 18 y car • pt-Ill
since there were a reported 1.639 and must share the
responsibility for this ing Memphians health and welfare
lion
of
the
to that time.
unwed teenage Negro mothers
Direct
services: home for orphans, hanand the figure does not include disgrace.
' CAME IN tS42
Through sheer numbers and a : dicapped and the ageo; youth ac•
Here's the perfect "plus" proof-103—that's
others, who were protected from
rile hoard expr;sseli aPPrccia
cooperation. tivities like Boy Scouts, 6 i r I
spirit
of
Christ-like
disgrace by the discretion and fi: lion to Dr. Dawson for his work
changing
the vogue in Vodka drinks! Only
the churches of this community Scouts, YMCA and YWCA.
nancial substance of their parents.
'
as
acting
head
of
the
University
is
ayailoble at 103 proof.
Cavalier
I
The
of
people
Memphis %% i II
are in a better strategic position
It would be grossly unfair to to render the most effective serv- , Included in the 28 is a new agen- soon be one step nearer the the and voted unanimously to elevate
Matchless
for
clarify. Cavalier odds new
cy this year — the Les Passees
indict the entire Negro commu- ice in this regard. Add to that the
day the)c.i n pick up the telephone hi m M the hill Pi."'ileney•
Treatment
Center
ffsr
pal•
'
brings
keener zest to every drink.
cerebral
smoothness,
nity for the moral laxity of the cooperation of the schools and
Dr Dawson came to Lincoln
and dial direct to Aunt Luey's
sied children. At the center, phy- ,
Tr
y
Cavalier
with
tomato
juice . .. it's the
involved,'
the
families
girls and
we can lift our own to a higher sical therapists exercise the mos- '. house in Chicago, or Cousin Bill's university in 1942 and served as
dean from that lime until his all
Mory that tops them oil. In the
For, as among whites, there are • level of respectability.
I office in San Francisco.
cies of handicapped children who
hundreds of Negro. parents who
.:bon V" bottle, guide to superiority.
A time there is and a season cannot speak or walk because of ' rt was announced today t h a I pointment as acting president.
conscientiously strive and succeed
A native of Manhattan. Nan., he
Southern Bell Telephone Cbmpane
for everything under the sun. This brain injuries before birth.
in protecting their daughters from appears the time to fact facts.
earned his Bachelor of Science de
Or Beginning this week, 4000 Chest and the Long Lines Department of
this evil.
Moral, civic and rpiritual respon- campaign volunteers will call on the American Telephone & Tele- gree at Kansas State university: :
The survey reveals that the sibility are directly connected. We over 12.000 business an(l profes- - graph Company are installing won an A. M. degree at the Unios Jazz
as American
greater portion of the guilty girls can trumpet until the heavens re- sional firms. government offices $7,500'000 worth . of 'thinking- versify of Iowa: and his doctor's
come from homes where illiteracy sound about vote, vote, but if the and individuals for contributions to eqdipment. — the first step toward degree at Kansas university.
Before coming to Lincoln7he
abounds, homes in the lowest qualified voter lacks the integrity I keep the 28 agencies in operation direil. distant dialing."
economic bracket, over - crowded of a good citizen, he will sell out, another year. First report lunchBy October of this year long had served as: registrar and proconditions, and where parental in- regardless of his station in life. eon for soltinteers will be Oct. 9 distance operators in Niemphis fessor of history at Arkansas Stale
will be able to dial directly to college. Pine Bluff Ark.: president
fluence contributes to the violaWe can bemoan in silence and
homes in many hundreds of ci- of Western university, Kanias
tion of the social Code.
behind closed doors the disgrace
ties throughout the United States City, Kan.: and registrar and proShe great AmericanvODK4
For sometime now, a number brought on us by a minority of
. .. . without going through an fessor of history and education at
of Negro school principals (as they Our group, but until we grit our
4
operator at he other end of the Prairie View State college, Texas.
FROM AMERICAt1 Cgsts,tpitokgeocigjikoNTININIskplyikl,tNG,(0110011.,1100411Leidl.A0f PHI& PD.
should) have been concerned about teeth and tackle the problem with
line.
Dean and Mrs. Dawson havei
this problem. In certain neighbor- an intelligent, dynamic program, I
DIRECT DIALING
hoods, it is not unusual, accord- the dead Albatrosses about o ii r
1,
And at the same time the long
ing to reliable sources, for a teen- necks are going to continue to hindistance operators in most of these
age girl to drop out at school, give der the rise of the greatest of us
ettly
n
deialindirNeic
tiliti;
s
ousi.il
v hlobmeeabolre otfonc
birth to a child, then have the until we have reduced them to a
brazen effrontery a few months reasonable minimum.
phis — without the assstance of ,
'a Memphis operator.
By MABEL B. CROOKS
"The day when a telephone customer will be able to pick up his
Speaking of actions on immoral- on Looney at,, which was most
NASFIld'ILLE — With a freshman
ity, the self-respecting Negro cit.- disgusting to mothers in the neigh- clam that already had passed the phone and dial long distance diliens of Memphis can at least borhood who are trying to rear 1,000 mark, and registration not rectly to any point in the United
give the Memphis Police depart- their daughters and sons in an 'yet closed, Tennessee State's Fall States is still several years off,"
Freeman, Memphis division
ment credit for doing what was atmosphere of decency. We men- Quarter enrollment had soared Roy
commercial
superintendent
of
unexpected. They put a crimp tioned the situation in the Sept. Saturday to 2,800, an all-time high.
Southern
Bell
here.
said.
In the "Strange Fruit" romance 15 edition.
Dr. F. J. D. McKinney, direc''But on Oct. 7 of this year, he •
tor of admissions, made the obser- said,
-with the new equipment
wishes to begin his college educa- vation as freshman week ended now being installed, the first
tion is eligible. Courses will be and classes began for the school step in that direction—operator
offered at both the undergraduate, year 1956-57.
long distance dialing—will come
The bumper crop of freshmen
and graduate level. At the gradto Memphis," said Freeman.
uate level, core courses in educa- and new students heard President
tion will be offered, while at the W. S. Davis in his Fall fireside
undergraduate level, courses will chat last week. ''Live up to your
be offered in Art. Education, Mu- ideals, those of your family, and
those of the university," Dr.
sic, Physical Education, Health
Davis said in his familar fatherBy A. B. BLAND
and the social studies.
ly manner. "Plan your tme so
All classes are conducted on that you will have a balange be- Registration for college work in
extension classes at Booker T. Saturdays only and 6 quarter tween play and work. . yOu are
Washington High school of Mem- hours may be obtained by stu- in college now, beware of the
phis, will be conducted Saturday, dents each quarter. Prof. Blair T. 'fixer.'"
New St. Paul Missionary Rap'
Hunt and Miss Lucy Bambell are
Dr. and Mrs. Davis personally list church of West Memphis,
Oct. 6 at 9 a.m.
greeted each freshman and new Ark., is celebrating the third anAny high school graduate who directors of the school.
I student at a reception held in their niversary of its pastor, Rev. .T.
home following the fireside chat. W. Fairman beginning Oct. 10 and
MAKE BEAUTY CULTURE YOUR CAREER!
In addition to the routine ori- continuing through Oct. 14.
REGISTER TODAY
A number of churches, includ, entation procedures, includng the
batteries of tests, the newcomers ing some from Memphis, are help, were entertained at a "block" ing make the celebration for Rev.
I pledge to give the best in training. I am a certified beaudance, banquet, and picnic on Fairman and his congregation ;
tician ; and studied hair styling, haircutting and makeup from
the University Lakes adding the success.
Members of the decoration comthe best known artists in the field of cosmetology at borne and
lighter touch to a week of concenmittee for the observance are Sisabroad: Canada; Paris. France, London, England.
trated "learning-how."
ters Everlena Clark, Hazel WarkFor Information Call or Write
ins, Pamie Lacy and Ethel Evans
MRS. !DELLA M. McNICHOLS - 581 Walker Avenue
and Brothers William Houston,
8-8493
Tennessee
—
WH.
Memphis 6,
James Clark and Lacy Curtist.
On a Gift committee are Sisters
Annie Mae Ridgely, Alice Vaughns,
Lucille Jones, Pearl Wade ,0 1 a
Mae Washington, Josephine Jefferson and Rosa Lyons.
A five-member finance commitPolice Chief J. C. Macdonald tee concitss of Sisters Uneeda S.
suspended Officer Frank Guthrie Banks and Mbry Bell Washington
for five days after a hearing on and Brothers T. A. Walker, Enoch
the grounds he "used bad judg- Lewis and Berry Jones.
ment in effecting an arrest."
Louis Bozoff, president of Marl
Metal company, had charged the
, officer used unnecessary brutality in arresting a Negro employe,
Dr. R. Paul Caudill, pastor of
James Thomas Willies, 21, of 1608
First Baptist church, will address
Pillow, at the plat.
I the Memphis Baptist Brotherhood
on Sunday, Oct. 7 at 3:30 p.m.
at Metropolitan Baptist church. '
Dr. Caudill, recently returned
from extensive travels abroad, will
talk on "The Christian and His
World Mission".
This year Dr. Caudill's visits
•
have included Russia, Nigeria,
Southern Rhodesia, Union of South
Africa, the Gold Coast, Finland
and Sweden.
It's wisy to got rid of
dirty, itchy head and
crab lie.. A-100 kills
thaws dangerous paraaitos on contact
WILL You GAMBLE $2 ON A "LUCKY
...within 1$ minutia.
MONEY" PACKAGE?
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supply
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Send Month and day of birth, N• C.O.
' stain or harm clothing. One applies.
D.s - Order teday.
lion should do it At all druggists.
AMERICANA
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nty Chest Drive Dr. Dow(*Jn
•phis, $1,308,462
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Bishop Joseph Gomez of Oeveland, Ohio will preside.
The usher board, classes of the
church, sernior choir and the cooperative club will meet on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, a n d
Friday at 1 p.m. respectively.

14 Heading. Centers
n Need Of TV Sets

A KING AND QUEEN of the
retary; Miss °lett* Wells.
ing them are their runners.
lett, Cappleville and Geeter.
Youth Department of t h e
Miss Lucille Thompson a a 41
Wells
Leonup,
Milo
ahd
Miss
SET DONORS
Sunday is Annual Usher Day at . the pastor, will deliver the mornUnion Baptist church were
ard Claxton. Standing behind
Mrs. Merlest Claxton, chairSets
donated
by
been
have
the St. Stephen Baptist church. ing message. Choirs of the church
crowned recently in a conman of the ways and means
the king and queen is Miss
Bry's, Wallace Johnston Appliance
Delivering the main address will I will sing.
test sponsored by the Miscommittee of the missionary
Dorothy Jones. Others, left to
co., Ace Appliance Co.. St. Luke's
be 'Rev. C. T, Epps of Gospel
Conducting the Sunday school at
sionary Society of the church.
society. (Newson Photo)
right, are: Mrs. C. S. WeeMethodist
National
church,
CounTemple Baptist church. The pro- 9:30 a.m., will be Prof. W. E.
Wearing the crowns of royalden, teacher of the class from
cil of Churches, anus Ewing Appligram. which will feature music by ; Scott.
ty are James Thomas, t h e
which the winners came
Collierville.
ance
in
the Gospel Temple male chorus,
The ACE League will be held
King, and lovely Miss JacqueClaude Jones, Robert Russell,
„ipon
"„,•000•10‘,,,
Additional television sets were
will begin at 3 p.m. The No. 1 at 6:30 p.m. Thomas Powell will
lyn Russell, the Queen. FlankMrs. Dottie Davis. society secneeded
supply
remaining
to
the
Usher Board is sponsoring it. Ca- direct it. The usual service will
lit of the 35 reading centers set
sell Brown is president and be held at 7:30 p.m.
WANT HIM TO )
up throughout the city where
Mrs. pearl Anderson is general ' Jobe Walker is the church reTHINK YOUR(
adult students in reading a n d
chairman.
porter.
writing will gather each Monday*
. Sunday school at 9:30 a. m., will EBENEZER BAPTIST
A QUEEN'
I Wednesday and Friday, from 8 unbe under the supervision of Dr. F. Sunday will be a regular Day
til
8:30 p.m., for 14 weeks.
L. Stephen. lhe morning worship for the Ebenezer membership.
Sets may be of any size or age
will be held at 11 a.m. Rev. 0. Curtis Woods will open worship
Men and Women's Day will be , Dr. E. M. Wilkins and Mrs. Ma.,
and need not be. donated. They
C. Crivens, the pastor, will offi- with Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
jointly observed at Collins Chapel rie Adams are (aptains for the,
may
be
lent.
course,
• ciate.
a
new
Of
sermon
by
A thought - provoking
church on Sunday. Oct. 14. respective divisions.
Treat him like•Ow'
or late model with large screen OM
' Joe Wilson, jr., will direct the the pastor, Rev. E. L Slay, will
On Sept. 23 the church ended a
would be preferable..
Baptist Training Union at it:30 spotlight the service at 11 a.m..
Sem him
series of efforts on the "Back to
Sale of miscellaneous Engineer
• p.m. A sermon will be present- Providing the music will be the
ENROLLMENT DATES
.
Sunday Scheol Movement-. Classequipment featuring a D-7 Cater. ed at 7::10 p.m.
church choirs.
Class enrollment will be from
es presented members who reprepillar bulldozer and a Shepsfoot
• ST. JAMES AME
Baptist Training Union will be
4 until 8 p.m., Oct. 3-4 in the readGARY — Valerie Ann Harris, sented a step climbed in religious
. St. James' agenda for Sunday held at 6 p.m. The evening serv- A-2C ROBERT L. PUGH, son of ,1 Road Roller in very good condi- ing centers, announces Mrs, Paugranddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. education.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
tion
are
Pugh,
:
being
of
offered
sale
for
at
° will be regular. William Jackson ice will be held at 7:30.
line Jones Hord, director of the Ralph Harris. 2409 Connecticut
Worship will be reguiar this Sun1298 Lincoln, is now an MP with the Army's Memphis General De.i
. will begin the worship at 9:30 am.
The public is invited to worship
literacy department.
I
st., was feted at her sixth birth- day.
in
the
Force
Air
in
Airways.
pot
Ger.
Frankfort.
with conduction of Sunday school. with the Ebenezer congregation.
Those who do not wish to be- day with a party in the home
many. A Melrose High scho•I
Included in the sale are 2ls-ton,
Morning worship is set for 11 a.m. MARTIN TEMPLE CME
graduate. Airman Pugh consplet- 25-ton pantoon. flat-bed, bolster. long to i reading center may of her grandparents.
DON'T LOSE YOUR VOTE! If
with an inspiring sermon by the
A hallelujah time was had by ed his basic training at Lacldand and semi-trailers, tractors, b u 11. telephone WKNO Literary DepartValerie. a first grade student tyou are not registered be sure
Look for tho sunny-00,m4
• pastor, Rev. H. McDonald Nelson. the women of
ment at JA 6-6826 for materials at Carver school, was hostess to [ to get your
Martin Temple CSIE
name in the book
Mrs. Dora Whitson will be in church during their recent Wom- Air Force Base near San An. dozers, power unit crane shovel necessary
pockago and
to learn "Reading and 23 youngsters, 17 of which were so you can vote in the November
tonio, Texas.
road scraper, motorized grader,.
• charge of the ACE League at 6:30 en's Day observation
Two wellher cousins.
earth auger, comptessor, power Writing."
6 election.
p.m s Devotion and a sermon will known women
of the city, Mrs.
,
lawn
mower
and
a
electri20
foot
.• be held at 7:30 p.m.
Viola Chapman and Mrs. Lucille
cal conveyer belt.
. Communion will be administer- Hawthorne,
were the guest speakThis equipment which can be
- ed during the morning and even- ers. Mrs. Geraldine
Sims was the
inspected by prospeetive bidders
ing services at 11 a.m., and 7:30 general chairman.
between 8 a.m., and 3 p.m., up
p.m., respectively.
The members will hold the usuto October 8th originally coast the
• Mrs. Thelma MsKissic is t h e
al services Sunday. Mrs. Anna
government close to S400.000church reporter.
.lean Goodloe will conduct the Sun• Bids are scheduled to be at 10
• COLUMBUS BAPTIST .
The regular Sunday school a.m., October 8, 1956.
day school at 9[30 a.m. A sermon
The congregation of Columbus
Teacher Training Course taught
Further information can he &tBaptist church will celebrate its will be heard during the mornify here
at LeMoyne college annualworship
at
11
a.m.
Rev.
L.
A.
Stotamed by calling Mr. Finis Erwin,
annual Harvest Day. Sunday, at
IS' by Miss Harriett Smith began on Property
Dispotal Officer at the
3 p.m. The Day, which leads up rey. the pastor, mill deliver it. Oct. I. 6:15 p.m.
The Christian Youth Fellowship
Memphis Depot, telephone GL 8to Annual Homecoming, will have
Others
interested
in
enrolling
as its guest speaker, James Rain- meets at 6:30 p.m. There will be may register Thursday evening. 4431. Extensions 414 or 415.
ey. Mr. Rainey is a member of a sermon at 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 4. All Sunday school teachthe Trinity Baptist church. T h e ST. JUDE BAPTIST
ers are invited to attend.
William H. Davis will conduct
etoirs of the following Baptist
This quarter the class plans are '
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Addresschurches will render music; Trin- the Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.. to take a Bible Survey of the
Sunday, at St. Jude Baptist 1 New Testament from
ity. St. Paul and Middle.
Matthews . ing the final session of the General
The Harvest Day celebration is church. The pastor, Rev. W. H. through Revelations on Monday Board,''National Council of Churchbeing sponsored by the senior Mosbv. will officiate during t h
evenings and on Thursday even: es. at Willard hotel here last
choir of Columbue. Mrs. Alberta morning worship at 11 a.m.
ings to study the Unit of the Thursday, Bishop D. Ward Mehols
Mrs. Easter Charles will direct Child, taking the life of the child of Jacksonville. Fla , AMP; church,
Maiden is president. James L.
the Bapttst Training Union at 6 Miss Smith said.
Jackson is the chairman.
accused Christian churches of deShe said the course is giveo as reliction of duty in recent school
[ Sunday school starts at 9.30 a. p.m. Communion will be held at
an aid to Sunday school teachers, integration riots.
p m.
m. P. Allmon& is the superintendent. The pastor, Rev. A. E. NEW TYLER AME
Campbell. will preside during the. Services at the New Tyler AME
morning worship at 11 a.m.
church, Sunday, will he regular
MAGNIFICENT RCA 21"
Baptist Training Union convenes except for communion at 11 a m.,
It 6:30 p m. At 7:30 p m • the and 7:30 p m. The pastor. Rev.
(*serene, service will be held.
H. W. Henning. v.411 deliver the
BF:THEL AME
sermons for both services.
The Bethel AME membership
Rev. Henning will leave for the
(SPECIAL TO DEFENDER 1
M rs. Robert tasters, garnered anwill partake of communion im- first of a series of conferences for
The Missionary Society of the other of the top awards. Leonard
mediately following the 11 a.m., the 13 Episcopal district in DanUnion Missionary Baptist church, took time out from the Riverside
eels ice. Res. Robert L. McRae, ville, Kentucky on Wednesday.
COME TO BIG STAR „. REGISTER FREE!! You
of 208 Turley et., has spotlighted Dietriet Association to play his
pretty Miss Jacqueline Russell. part in the special event. An outmay be one of the MANY LUCKY WINNERS.
who recently was vote° Queen of standing member of his class, he
there'll be a WINNER AT EACH AND
For
the Youth Department of t h a also sings in the junior .. choir.
EVERY BIG STAR!
church.
JANA C. PORTER
These four represent a bac k 5Liee Russell. daughter of Mrs. ground of
No purchase necessary . You do not have to be present
spiritual and domestic
Beulah Hamilton and Otris Rus- training and Sunday
et time of drawing, — To be held October 20).
alter Sunday
sell, is generally regarded as the Mrs. C. S.
Weedee, class teacher.
most popular girl in her class. can be seen
telling them a n d
JACK SPRAT BUTTERMILK
Her tactful mannerisms and like- many others that
sreatness comes
CORN BREAD
able personality help make this through service,
that they are the
so.
1 ,2 cup Jack Sprat Cream
church of tomorrow and that
Talented toting James Thomas, Christ is the way
etsle meal
to salvation.
son of Mrs. Dorothy McNeal and
i teaspoon salt
Mrs. Weeden. leacher of t h e
Lovie Thomas. was nsmed King.
'S
eggs, separated
class which turned out all these
The king is known as a fashiontop awawrd %sinners. is also presi3-4
teaspoon soda
able dresser.
dent of the Nlissionary Society. piYes Madame.
1 ,2 cup buttermilk
WROTE MOTTO
anist for the Sunday school. Biel.'
7 tablespoon melted shortenIn busing soul staples always
Miss Milo ..snn
datishtei
ing
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weil,. teacher and an instructor of the receives both black and white
look for Jack Sprat labels in
%sae also recipient of a top award. junior chorus.
Sift Jack Sprat Cornmeal. and
and color broadcast.
ehoicing them on are sure of
Mrs.
Dottie
T. DaLl!, is societs
This attractive young lady gave
salt together. Beat egg yoll:s
z
n
o
(I
Colorful
garden
product.
her class the motto[ "If you can secretary.
well, add soda and buttermilk
Irsch vegetables, relishes and
not he as mach as sou want to.
rind beat until completely !likfruits the best of enriched
be as much of
as you tan,'
ed. Add to meal mixture and
Leonard Claxton, son of Mr. and
,1 heat dour and meal. So when
stir until ingredients are blend•
ed. Add hot shertening, beat
sou shop take it from J a c
arid lold in stiffly beaten e
Sprat products a must on sour
All C•No.
dC•19
whites. Pour in 10 inch bread
lust,Nothing taste better with
CNA9.4••hvii
pan and hake in hot oven'(150
a tall boiled vegetable Dinner
tt,
P•ottil
degrees F) for 30 minutes. So
Sprat
or
stew
Irish
than
Jack
I
CLEVELAND. Ohio — James
WT
good served hot with plenty of
P•6•4,
Pe..
Lwow.
Buttermilk Cornbread.
Jones. 39. who recently bought 2
C••••••••••
ow.,
butter
Fe... AN
home for his family on the EastBye for now.
M9,1•101.e
Lowest
Pose,
side of this city. told police Wed1•4 C•0•1••••
Jana Porter
nesday that a brick was thrown
SPifffitt ruitu 1111F111115
through their front ss indou [vith
‘449.4 j 9 r_ •
ATLANTA) GA.
a note attaches, telling them to
wkNe
77 Aii•9•Aseloi
get out of the neighborhood_
Fourteen literacy reading centers were still without television
sets less than two weeks before
the Memphis'.first series in reading and writing will be telecast
live over WKNO Oct. 8.
They are: Foote and Cleaborne
Homes; Grant school, Hyde Park
school, Lauderdale Courts, Is'
Moyne Gardens, Melrose school,
Riverview school, Wi aeons in
school, Lauderdale YMCA, and in
Shelby County — Ford Road, Bart-

(

Men's, Women's Day Set
At Collins Chapel AME

Depot Auction
Set On Oct. 8

Hostess To 17 Cousins
At Birthday Party

Sunday School
Teacher Course

Calls Church Lax

*

THERE'LL BE

MANY LUCKY

PEOPLE ARE TALKING
ABOUT THESE...

WINNERS ..

Union Baptist Church
Cites Junior Royalty

ONE AT EACH

COLOR TV SETS
FREE at BIG STAR

BIG STAR

Viixes With
an
ything

*

•

COLOR TELEVISION
BIG 21" SCREEN

Dark Eyes
vodka

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

Cleveland Family
Gets Threat Note

*

Save Money
Buy Direct From Factory
Beautiful Living
Room Suites

Memphis fav
orite
for 7
straight yea's

WDIA's 50,000 watt carry Big Star Talent all over the Mid-South

•
•

•

•s

In Assorted Styles and Fabrics
decorating suggestions — no charge
Call our nearest store for appointment with salesman
Interior

ADVANCE FURNITURE CO.

100 PROOF ALSO AVAILABLE AT $O PROOF
ts

*

551 MISSISSIPPI SLVD

DISTILLED FROM'
;RAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT Of U. S. A
CIGAR SPRING Dis
-; CO., division of JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO..
CLARMONT, KENTUCKY

006 VANCE AVE.
1252 FLORIDA AVE.
•

-

Ph. JA. 6-4514

Ph. JA
-

5 5641

Ph. WH. 8-51*0

EACH WEEK WDIA, the Mid-South most powerful radio station
parades before its microphone; a fine array of gifted young stars.
This is OPPORTUNITY for the boys and girls of the Mid-South.
Hundruds of boys and girls who have starred on the weekly Big
Star show will Ihr found In the hie stars of tomorrow entertain•
Mew

11'

men( world. You are cordially invited to come to WDIA and srrange an appointment. The Rig Star show is presented each Saturday morning at 11.30. Appearing and acquitting themselves admirable were: Left to right—Rennie Jenkins. Arils Ruffin, EVOYO
Liggin‘. Gail Towage! and Dallestine Shelby.
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LOOK WHAT 10c WILL BUY!!
NECK BONES PIG SNOUTS
BACON SKINS PORK MELTS
CALF BRAINS
KIDNEYS
POUND 10c

POUND 10

PIGS FEET
PORK LIVER
OX TAILS
POUND 10c

Corn
Frankfurters H. C. 2lbs. 59c I I Bologna
SMOKED
SAUSAGE

PORK TAILS
PORK EARS
PORK MAWS

H. C. LINK
POUND

POUND 10c

Buy It By
The Piece

POUND
19

AJAX CLEANSCorn
ER

irony
Pork &
wit.Beans Campbell's

Sweet Peas Argo
Black Eyes Blby Shug
Bak'n Krisp Rind

NO. 1 1 OC
CAN
303
CAN

CAN

29c

FRESH BEEF
LIVER

•

•

lb.

Oc

1(

IP

REG.
CAN
Cream
Style

Pr;de of Illinois
Golden Corn

Tomatoes Standard
Pet Milk
Purex Bleach

10
c
80z 10
CAN I
c
CAN
"3 1 O
TALL 1
CAN
PINT

C.

loc

•

2,v,19c

CANE
SUGAR Dom"
ALL GREENS
THE LOWEST
PRICES IN ALL
OF. MEMPHIS

Sc

"Diamond D" Per Roll
4 Rolls
Too The Package

TOILET
TISSUE
MARGARINE

FOOD STORES

"TOP TASTE"
THERE IS
NONE FINER

5'

Advertised Prices Good Only
Oct. 3-4-5-6 at Nationals
Food Store — Chelsea at Thomss
Memphis, Tenn.

bun r

HIVING Y911 SITTER

SAVIN

OU NOR,

OlTiaRBS..

115c

Advertised Prices Good Only
Oct. 3-4-5-6 at Nationals
Food Store — Chelsea at Thomas
Memphis, Tenn.
•

' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- Ferguson, 3 Third st.,
maican gentleman, who is desir- Town, Whitfield Town
ous of corresponding with an maica, BWI.
•• •
American woman. I am 5 ft. 8
Inches tall, weigh 145 pounds and Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
20 years of age. I am of the Cath- reading your column constantly,
olic faith and have a pleasing per- and have come to the conclusion
sonality and a quiet disposition. that you are the only one who
I will gladly answer all mail. Se- can solve my problem. Which is,
bert Black, 30 Gem rd., Whitfield I am a middle aged man, seekTown P. 0., Jamaica, BWI.
ing a companion who will be sin•.
cere, true and loving. I do not
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- object to smoking or an occasionmaican man, 34 years of age, 5 al drink. I am light complexioned,
ft. 4 inches tall and weigh 140 hair of a good grade, weigh 140
pounds. I would like to correspond pounds and s ft. 9 inches in
with an American woman who is height. I will answer all tetters
interested in matrimony. One who and exchange photos. Walter
knows how to make a good home Brown, 4330 Calumet ay.,
Chicaloving and happy and if possible go 15, Ill.
one who belongs to the Church
of God. I will answer all letters
Dear Mme. Chante: Having read
and exchange photos. Bancroft
Jacquett, Greenwich Town, Whit- your column weekly, and seeing
field P. 0. 5 Seven st., Jamaica, how you have joined young men
and women mgether in happiness
BWI.
I would like t..) make friends also
•• •
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a con- among your pen pals. I am an
stant reader of your column, and ex-soldier of World War II, 34
I am now writing in hope that years of age, single, like music
you will be able to help me. I and my favorite sport is baseball.
am 32 years of age, 5 ft. llia I would like to correspond with
Inches tall, weigh 150 pounds, any young lady between the ages
medium brown skin with nice hair. of 25 to 35, who is looking for a
want a good natured compan- good husband. I am a steady workion who is a good cook and clean. er and will provide for her. I will
I enjoy good movies and also answer all letters and exchange
dancing. I expect to build a home photos. Theodore R.
Calvin, 2715
in the suburbs and raise chick- 10th at., Alexandria, La,
ens and other farm life. I will
answer all letters and exchange
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very.
photos. H. Jones, 5934 Prairie
lonely
guy stationed here at Fort
ave., Chicago
Polk. La. I am 19 years of age,
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- light brown Fkin and would like to
Maican attending the University correspond with young ladies all
College here in the West Indies. over. My habbies are dancing,
I am also taking a course in If. photography, swimming, semi T. L., radio and television. I classical music and writing letters.
would like to correspond with pen- Sp. — 3 Charlie Dudley Hr., 128th
pals in the USA. I will promise Sig. Sn. Depot, Fort Polk, La.
• ••
to answer all letters and exchange
photos. I am 23 years of age,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a seAustin Watson, Pathology Depart- rous-minded widow, 28 years of
ment, University College of the age with six children and
would
W. I. Mona St. Andrews, King- like to meet a man who likes
kids
ston, Jamaica, BWL
and interested in marriage. I
•
•• •
would like for him to be intelligent
' Dear Mini. Chant,: I am a is- and very
understanding between
'maim) gentleman who is very de- the ages of
35 to 45. My husband
eirOde of corresponding with an
wag killed in World War II. I enAmerican woman. I am 21 years joy
dancing, movies and good mm,of age, 1 ft. 8 inches tali and
sic. I am 3 ft. 5 inches tall,
weigh 10 pounds. My faith is that
weigh 122,4 pounds, light
of a Catholic. My disposition is
brown
complexion, dark brown
very quiet and personality is conhalt and considered very good
sidered pleasing. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Les- looking. I will answer all mad
lie Francis, 13 Greenwich Cres- and exchange photos. Margaretta
cent. Cross Roads, P. 0, Jamai- Dunham, 1410 N. E. Sth at., Oklahoma City, Okla.
ea, B. W. 1.
•••
•• •
Dear Mme. Chantet I am 30
f Dear Mme. Chante: I ant a
lonely young lady, 20 years of years of age. 5 ft. 2 inches tall,
age and would like to correspond weigh 120 pounds, brown eyes and
with male and female pen pals hair and a light complexion. I
from different states. I am con- would like to correspond with
sidered very intelligent and my young men between the ages of
hobbies consist of a variation of 35 to 40. who would be interested
sports. I also enjoy dancing and in writing to a sericus minded,
will answer all mail promptly, J lonely young lady. I promise to
Ann Bridgewater, 2705 Main st., answer all mail arid please send
North Little Rock, Ark.
photo in first letter and I will do
•. •
the same. Maryland Davis, 1604
' Dear Mme. Chanter We are two N E. 10th st.,
Oklahoma City,
lonely widows, wanting to aorres- Okla.
pond with lonely working men in
•••
their fifties. Prefer tall. intelligent
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 40
and religious men in Chicago, but years
of age, weigh 160 pounds,
will answer all letters. We
medium bronn complexion and 6
are medium height and weight, ft.
tall. I would like to correspond
brown skin and considered nice
with young ladies not over ls;0
looking. We are smart working
pounds in weight who would apwomen and love clean fun. Eva
preciate an aonest. hard-working
and Belle Smith, 3241
Indiena ordinary husband. One who is
not
ave., v:hicago, Ill.
snobbish in any respect but wants
.•
Dear Mm,. Chante: Would like the best things out of life. I will
to correspond with young ladies answer all mail and exchange photos. C. W. Bishop, Gen Del., Chibetween 20 and 29. John Hill,
age
25, 5 ft. 9 inches. Arthur Allen, ca zo. Ill.
age 30, 5 ft. 9 inches. Address
'USS Vulcan AR -5. S1 div. c-o Fleet
Post Office, New York, N. Y.
' Dear Mme. Chante: T am a Jamaican, 36 sears of age. 5 fa 9
inches tall, weigh 145 pounds,
dark
complexion, honest and church •
going. I would like to correspond
with an American lady of any age
who would enjoy
corresponding
with me. Gilbert Francis, 7 Spanish Town Rb.. Whitfield Town P.
0. Jamaica, BAT
•
' Dear Mme. Chanter I
am 46
years of age, 5 ft. 11 inches tall,
weigh 180 pounds. brown skin and
looking for a companion between
the ages of 38 and 50 years.
I
will answer all letters and
exchange photos. I am a working
man with nothing to offer
but
love and companionship.
William
Johnson, Gen. Del. Hyde Park
P.
0. Chicago, Ill.
*

*

Dear Mme. Chante: I am
dc•
sirous of corresponding
with an
American gentleman of any
age.
who would enjoy writing
me. I
am 5 ft. 5 inches tall.
22 ytars of
age, weigh i30 pounds,
brown
skin with heavy blond
nein
promise to answer all letters
and
exchange photos. Miss Mavis Bryan, 85 Maxfield ave.,
Whitfield
Town. P. 0. Kingston.
Jamaica,
BWI.
t
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SOME GOOD?

By GEORGE DANIELS

society writer for the Cincinnati tractor, knew she was doing right
Herald a weekly newspaper said and so he said he felt a little
When Jean Rosalind Jones reportedly committed sui- her sister had "too much to live proud. When Jean left home she
cide in an isolation room at the Geneva Training School for" and hired Dr. N. 0. Call- gave her mother a3 to purchase
for Girls, few people could believe she took her own life. oway, prominent Chicago physi- food for "Desty." Take care of
cian-surgeon, to conduct an ex- him for me," she said, "I'll be
Her family said she had "everything to live for," even ternal examination of Jean's body. back,
someday."
though she was considered a problem
Dr. Calloway, president of the ARRIVED AT 10:30
Urban League board of directors,
About 10:30 that night, Jean arThe superintendent of the training school said she had A good school. And if she did, no one confirmed that the teen-age girl rived at the trainina school in Gedisposition, and never caused any would believe she would volun- died of strangulation, but he was neva, and susrendeted
unable to tell whetaer or not she 'Mary Lois Shaughnessy, supertrouble there In fact they said, tarily return.
her own life. He also could intendent of the school, said Jean
took
she was a model inmate.
But Jean did both; she escaped,
not explain a bruise or burn on never told her how she got there
ESCAPE AND RETURN
stayed at-large for seven to n g
No one ever dreamed that Jean, months and, when !east expected, the girl's forehead.
or where she had stayed all those
a pretty, well-figured girl would she walked into the school yard GIVEN SHOT
months at-large.
An autposy started last week GIVEN MEDICAL
attempt to escape from the girl's alone and said, "I'm back."
was made by Coroner's physician
Immediately after returning to
Jean was everytning to some, A. C. Webb. The newest clue to
school, Jean was given a medthe
nothing to otaers. To ner parents Jean's death was then uncovered:
examination by Dr. John 0she was ons of five daughters Dr. Webb said she had been given ical
school physician. T h e
Dwyer,
brothers.
Sue
was bright "a shot" in her left arm prior
and three
scholastically and coul4 name al- to death. Tnursday he said it check-up included tests for venermost every great jazz artist alive was far too lite, since her body al disease and polio. She had no
today. From memory she could had already been embalmed, to signs of anything wiGng, accordtell almost everything about them. determine the composition of the ing to Dr. Dwyer's report. Hie report also stated that she (Jean)
shot.
PROBLEM KID
was "in good physical and menThere were a number of inadeBut to juvenile authorities she
tal" health. That her attitude was
was a problem kid, another mal- quacies in the Geneva coroner's renormal and she showed no sign
adjusted delinquent. Her associ- port that prompted the family in.
of despondency.
ates were of two kinds: good and vestigation. Jean's ueaili was tagJean, according to Miss Shaughbad. The bad sometimes being ged suicide "pure and simple" by
nessy. stayed in the school disnarcotics peddlers, although auth- State's Atty. John C. Freidland.
pensary the rest of the night
orities say she was never addict- And investigairon by the local poand, the following day, was placed to any form of drugs,
lice in the small Illinois town ed in
an isolation room in Willow
Jean died Septembei 17, a day was just as routine.
hall.
before her 16th bathday. T w o NO THOUGHT OF MURDER
FOUND HANGING
days earlier she had returned to
No thought of murder e ver
About 5:20 p.m., Mondio. Mrs.
the Geneva Training School f o r arose. After all, there hadn't
Callie Borders, one of the maGirls after being at-large for set,- been a murder at the school since)
en months.
the late 1940's when a girl inmate
ood
PLACED N SOLITARY
killed a matron.
In July, 1954, when s freshman
As punishment fur eicaping she
was placed in an isolation room at Parker High school, Jean was
(solitary confinement) by herself. sentenced to Geneva as an "inThere was no furniture — no bed corrigible sex delinquent." SI h a
on which to sleep, ne chair in stayed there little more than a
year and was parolled in custody
which to sit.
Her only eiothing was the night- of her parents. For one year she
gown she wore and a cotton was to be tinder close observahouse-coat.
tion of juvenile authorities in ChiIt was when Mrs. Callie Bord- cago.
ers, a school matron, went to the CHARGE MALADJUSTMENT
room to serve Jean her evening
Last year, Jean broke parole.
Meal that her body was discover- She was returned to the school on
ed dangling from the wire grating August 15, 1955, and on her recthat barred :he single window in ord authorities marked: "for malher room.
adjustment of home life." Five
TORE OFF HEM
months later — on January 30,
Around her neck was a Piece Of this year — she escaped. During
cloth torn from the nem of the the next seven months she was
robe. It is a grave mistake to say at-large from the training school
that with death, all things die. and home. Once in a while she
Jean caused as much trouble and might call her mother and father,
excitement atter death as she did or just drop by. Juvenile police
when she lived.
couldn't locate her or even unUntil this day she has remain- cover a tip on where she might
ed a "live veram" among those have been hiding.
who knew her — her family, her
They knew, however, that there
friends and the authorities w h o were men in her Pie — and some
handled her case.
were considered notorious. They
SISTER INVESTIGATES
said she might have been with
Jean's parents, Mr. and Mrs. them.
Richard Jones, of 623 E. 70th PI., HAD DOG
refused to believe tneir daughter
On Saturday morning, August
committed suicide as school auth- 15, Jean went home to her parorities reported and a Geneva ents. She brought with her a black
Coroner's jury contirmed.
stray dog which she had named
An older sister from Cincinnati "Dusty."
arrived here several days after
Her mother, a housewife, cried
learning of Jean's death a n d a little when Jean told her she
launched her own investigation.
was going to return to the school.
The sister, Eloise Jones, 25, a Her father, a decorator and con-
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Jamaican, 5 ft. 3 inches tall,
weigh
134 pounas. 37 sears of age,
dark
complexion, with a full head of
hair. I would like to correspond
with American gentlemen between
the ages of 37 and 50 who will
appreciate a good wife. Miss Beryl

.111/0grooth

5E GOOD

Are you facing money problems
or debts? Do you often wonder
how you arc going to keep up with
rising prices and conditions as
they exist now? If these are gone
of the questions that are cauing you many anxious hours, then
your daily horoscope and reading
has a very important message for
you.
It is not God's will that you
should lack the things you need
in life, lie has created a world
of abundance, enough for all, if
we just know the secret and have
the faith in order to obtain it.
Your bible is your reading matter which will guide you and help
you in every way. Your horoscope
will give you further information,
so that you will soon be on the
road to success and happiness.
Why not write for full details and
information so that you may discover the wonderful truth and
knowledge that will set you free
from worry and financial difficulties — today!
Dear Prof. Herman: It has been
many a month since I have written to you. I have been visiting
my children and just returned
home. My visit was a pleasant
one, but I e -wry about them because they ,.,n't seem to realize
bow important it is to save while

in Chicago, notifying them of their
daughter's death.
The Jones took a cab and *ay.
eral hours later arrived in Geneva. But by the time they had arrived, after 10 p.m., the body of
their daughter had been removed
to the undertaking establishment
owned by John Skoeglund and Son
who took preliminary measures in
embalming tne body,
-I only did what I thought best,"
Skoeglund said. "We don't have
PRONOUNCED DF.AD
refrigeration facilities anywhere ife
Miss Shaughnessy said she was the valley, so I couldn't leave the
notified, then Dr O'Dwyer who body as I got it"
pronounced the girl dead and call- The following day. Tuesday,
ed Coroner Victor L. Peterson in Coroner Peterson and State's Atty.
Elgin.
Freidland conducted an inquest,
Dr. Peterson soon arrived and
at which a coroner's jury, without
took charge. About 7 p.m , a call asking to see the strip of cloth
was placed to Mr. and Mrs. Jones used by the girl to hang herself,
returned a verdict of suicide.
This caused more concern. Said
Eloise Jones, the girl's sistert
"Why didn't they produce the instrument
used in strangling
Jean'"
Asked by a Defender reporter
why the cloth was not produced.
Mass Shaughneny said, ''We
werea asked."
"Could 'raw produce it later, We
asked?"
WHERE IS CLOTH?
"I'd have to check" `•
Police Chief Wilbur Cannon wadi
convinced it was suicide, too. "I
considered it another hanging," he
said. "We've had a lot of suicides
here."
Asked about the cloth, he said:
'I don't know anything about it,
myself."
SAID SUICIDE
State's Atty. Freidland said it
was a suicide "pure and simple."
"If there's something wrong," his
retorted, "why haven't I been told
about the co.nplaints being mad*
by the family?"
Freidland. evidently upset over
questioning by a Defender reporter Tuesday,' declared:
FREIDLAND'S VERSION
"I'll tell you why she killed herself. She wasn't a good kid yor
know. She was a sex delinquent
and picked her friends too easily,
I think she got tired of living the
way she did, and gave up. . .and
she may have known those narcotics officers were coming here
to question her.
The Monday following Jeans
surrender, Miss Shaughnessy said
she telephoned juvenile authorities in Chicago who had wanted
to quiz Jean about acme of her
associates, known narcotics peddlers.
NO REASON
"But she didnt know they were
"
ccooling."
osno itg
Miss Shaugnessy.
"couldn't have been the
they are making such good wages.
How can I impress it upon their cause of her suicide."
Sometimes people wonder what
minds, that there may come a
day when it will not be so good, would a girl, ydung as Jean, have
and that they should save for that become if she had lived. A singer? Jean was a good one; shill
day ?? Worried Mother.
ANS. There are many things once had a short-lived job with
I could say to you dear moth- the El Dorados quartet. A model?
er, but actually the only thing They say she had one of the clasreally want you to do is to siest figures for a 15 year-old. A
STOP worrying about them. You national magazine last year planhave talked to them. and they ned to use her for a cover-girl.
understand. . .but enjoy living
rather high and having all the
nice things they can obtain right
••
now! Who is to say that they
I. W Will I be able to attend
are wrong — for they are really getting a lot of fun and en- school this year?
joyment nut of a very nice home.
ANS. My Psyche • Mentalist
with all the modern conveniencCrystal reveals the fact that
es, and good clothes and a car.
you haven't been too well, and
So don't worry just be glad that
there is some doubt as to whethey can enjoy some of the finther you can return to college
er things in life while they are
this term. Be of good cheer, I
still young enough to do so.
feel that your doctor will give
-.5*
you the okay to go back, with
S. E. Should we wait an4other certain reservations,
however.
year, or go ahead with our plans
now
E. Can 1 make him understand
ANS. Since you have already had the plans drawn up how much I love him? Will b
and have talked to several con- return? What will be the outcoinc
tractors regarding your nome, of this situatiin?
it seems logical to go ahead
ANS. ONLY one question II
and follow through with your
answered in the column due tio
ideas and plans for your home. the limited amount of apace.
You will then he able to move
Kindly write in care of this is&
into it several months sooner
per for a private reply aid I
and I feel that this will make
shall be happy to help yea.
Irons, went to Jean's room to
serve her the everong meal. Unlocking the door, she opene4 it to
find Jean's body hanging from the
grating, with the cotton strip
around her neck.
Mrs. Borders called the nearby
guard, Leonard Carbs, who c u t
her loose and laid her on the
floor, directly beneath the spot
where she was hanging, police
said.

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Home Office, 236 South Wellington — Phan* JA. 64397
WHY FOOTBiLL?
signed to hcip a youth develop
Memphis needs more good personal courage and rt speed
MOSES J. NEWSON, Acting Managing Eslite,
ARETTA J. POLK, Circulsitityi Manager
-sports writers .
particularly for courage. It iN‘es him an
where Negro sporting events here- understanding of the meaning of
abouts are concerned.
good sportsmanship,
,and that
In addition to describing the means a willingness to play the
Subscription rotas; One yogi, $6; six months, $3.50. t2-yoor spacial Subscription rote, $10)
stirring moments ir. athletic spec- game fair and without meanness
The Tri-St.. Dofonder Does Not Yoko Responsibility !or unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
tacles THE HEADS-UP SPORTS and hate and without a desire to
WRITER does a much-needed job hurt unnecessarily
Football
of interpreting athlete: and ath• should teach a boy respect for
Published Every Thursday hy the Tri•Stots Defender Publishing Co. Entomil •s Second
letics to the fans and to the leadership and gise him a high
Chess Matter at the momphis Post Office March 20, 1952, Under Act of Match 2, 1979
public. They justify the events regard for team-dork and coopThey help make sense to the wear eration.
and tear to which athletes soli
The kids who play football in our
ject themselves in training and in Memphis high school: should be
pla ing the sport .And they help the model boys of this commu
set the standards and goals nity. . .for they should repiesent
toward wiiich amateur . . . and the selected best in !ittsical fiteven professional athletics .
. ness. mental alertness, emuare pointed.
Donal balance, a ii d organized
That's not being dyne for the young manhood...clean living and
Negro school boy athletes in !dem. poised as budding young men
phis
an adequate manner. The should be.
Of all the charges and counter-chargdren's attitudes are reflections of the kids in
are not getting the. glory and
And what's said of football apes coming out of the school integration
general attitude of the whole Negro com- recognition they
deserve. . .ex- 'dies with just about equal cm 'investigation in Washington, D. C., one
munity. It's easier to conclude this when cept in isolated instances. Among baseball, boxing, track and
field,
of the most serious and embarrassing is
one notes such little organized and pub- the "isolated instatices•' are Ra- baehall, boxing. track and tield,
that relating to the morals of the Negro
licly expressed concern among Negroes. dm Station WDIA's "t; ridiro ns basketball, swimming and what.boys and girls in the schools.
It is not enough to blame the schools. Great" project, in which outstand. has egt
The press of the nation is publicizing
The schools reflect the community, and ing Negro high school football And what goes for the developthe impression that Negro boys and girls
do only as much as the community ex- players receive tine public ac- ment of finer boys through particare not only immoral but almost un-morpects permits, and demands. The greater claim and recognition for their ipation in wen organized and adeal in their attitude and conduct where
blame attaches to the homes from which showings. In other areas of sport, quately directed sport: programs,
:patters of personal and social decency
these children come, to the churches to WDIA leads the way. There is would also apply in the case of
sonic
,ans..1 morality are concerned.
which they go and maintain membership, Negro desultory mention of local girls. It would make Letter wont'
athletic achievement in the en out of them,
smote nearly
And unfortunately, this impressicn
and to the community at large.
white press ... but nothing to write possessed of those
qualities exl'can't be shrugged off or explained away
It must be observed here, however, home and tell the folks about. And
pected
as easily as it may at first seem. There
that in the case of the churches, there is as for the Negro pi.pers, there hers of of healthy, high class memtheir sex in a nation such
;is too much hoodlumism in our schools.
ft growing and alarming number of Ne- aren't enough qualified sports wri- as this,
!Too many school girls in our communities
groes who are not reached by t h e ters on their •tafis to shake a But
what's the situation. in
become the mothers of illegitimate bachurches. Too many of those ‘vho attend stick at doing an adequate job p
In a nutshell oas dust There
for
the
kids
or
the
bies, and then return to the schools. In
sports.
are not present when, as, and if their
dxganized schoare virtually
The result is a great loss to the
some instances they even bring the baministers and teachers offer some guidagikirdtsplainy
bies back to school with them to show it
ance and instruction about morality ra- boy who play and the fans who lagis,t.t.(:onsins7‘(;urftb”eiaNegros
watch
There is a greater in athletic events which attract
as evidences of their prowess in breaking
ther than religion. Too many Negroes loss to them.
the whole communie,• be- thensands, and yet miss most of
the codes of morality and getting away
don't attend church at all.
cause there are so m -..y people. that phase of their activity which
with it. They not only seem not to care,
The Washington revelations are A white and Negro. ono don't know brings out and brings
forth the rehut seem not to know what is decent and
challenge to the Negro leadership of %c hats going-"nor what it wards which are most important.
morally acceptable.
America, over and beyond the school is- m Pans, u,-.11 the larger benefits of And why is this? One reason is
chiegg participation are miss- that phase of
• It's easy to conclude that these chilsue.
their activity which
ea. by everyone.
aatrhoit(mi t o
pa
iiipa
"isie01111"ttoh e hideaN o
e-f
Now, here's what's meant: Take
ic
'So they have barred the col- make Dulles and Talmadge and cold, cold gtound and get used
football for example. . .there's a gro community so far as it
relates ored kids out of them schools down tricle Sam and the
Mayor of (la's'', to moderation. I would not go to
sport which 1- specifically design- to benefits for
our local kids. Athin Kentucky. said Simple. "Well, Ky.. so mad that they will choke no extremes to pick them up, since
ed to make men out of boys. The letie
glory
go
achievement
and
. The use of the word Negro as a racial la- quite some years. Of course its continued coaches, the
traditions of t h e hand in hand. There's not enough we can stand it. Wedi get along to death trying to think of some- Eisenhower has done apteko out
bel has no true anthropological foundation. use is a deterrent to progress and is in con- game, the principles
a While longed segregated instead thing to say. Yost see, the Ameri- against extremes. I would say,
and
Not dues its etimology, except by extrane- travention to all the steps thae have been of the sport, are all practices glorification being given our kids. of integrated till "all deliberate can white man is not used to col- 'Mese things take time. Let the
calculated And that's not the fault of the
ous implications, mean race. The word is of laboriously undertaken to atl4Y our despair. to instill certain desirable, manly white
speed- catches up with a snail, ored folks poying him no atten- people of goodwill of both races
folks Somebody else is
Spanish origin meaning black. It is a deIf the argument of tnose who dissent qualities in a boy Playing foot• missing the boat. Are you one of It's them white folks down there tion. Some day when colored In- work it out meanwhile you lay
that need educating, anyhow but dia and Egypt and Africa, egg- in the mud.' "
scriptive adjective employed in determining from this view were sustained by logic or ball, in its best tradition, is de- 'cm, too?
1 would hate to 'ell them who ed on by Russia aid China, just
common
sense.
it
might
at
either pigmentation or identity of an object even elementary
-Out of the confusion of your
their teachers are going to be." ignore him, and do not pay him parable. I gather that
animate or inanimate, Since no one has ever least command our sympathy. But their powhat you
-Who?" I asked
no mind at all, thr white man is visualize is the
Southern white
challenged its use, it has come to be accept- sition is not only untenable, it is inconsist"Nasser. Nehru and
going to get so bugged he will man prone, but the Southern
Need in the Anglo-Saxon world as a sort of a arit with their own aspirations. They clamgo to pieces, start trembling and gro hale, hearty,
said Simple.
and fit to tell
or vociferously for equality and recognition,
lore without critical -rationalization.
Chris- shaking, frothing at the mouth, him off, All
"Why they are
this, you say, will
In view of the stigma it carries, there alive. We are moving toward a plane of partian'' I said
and be so dizzy in the head that come about through
a combinahas been, for quite sometime. a studied ity in all areas of relationships. Though it
"Aint they?" asked Si mot e. he will fall down and faint in tion of forces
overseas."
avoidance of the world Negro both on the is being accomplished with tottering steps
"Them folks in Kentucky are front of that school from which he
"Black, yellow and red forces,"
Christians so they say, but they has barred Negroes out. Then the
British Isles and continental Europe. And, and under compulsion, nevertheless it is a
said Simple.
don't act like it The very first Negroes will just walk on in the
e hen it is used, it is to convey a meaning mighty gain which intelligent men and
"Surely you don't think Africa,
two teachers to resign when the school and set down and start
women cannot afford to negate or retard.
ar from being flattering.
India, China and Russia are sufcolored kids ;..ame to school were studying
We are firm in the belief that the use
It may be some years, after sustained
Baptist ministers. Southern Chris"You are dreaming up a real ficiently strong, united and well
nd systematic objections, before this word of the word Negro in such context as "Nearmed to atttack our country, do
they
never
heard
tians behave tike
fantasy," 1 said.
is dropped from our vocabulary and social gro Chamber of Commerce," or "Negro
Christ. Such Christians is really
"It will be no dr-am to them you?"
of
consciousness. Sooner or later, however, it Baseball League" is it only an intolerable
am not speaking of nobody
not fit to be teachers. No wonder downhome greya — it will be a
is bound to disappear with the receding flux anachronism, but actually is injurious to
the white folks down there don't nightmare," said Simple. "South- making war," said Simple. "I ant
of events as the processes of integration the cause of integration. It has no more jusknow how to act, being taught by ern white folks are living in a talking about just being sassy. A
progress beyond the school-room and spill tification than the "National Negro Ansuch teachers. But them Egyp- dream world already — dream- Southern v;hi!e man would rather
over into the manifold streams of public them" which, not too long ago, was sung
Oans and Indians and Africans ing how smart and clever and be shot than ;assed by somebody
and private life. It will disappear in the by our people at every important public
and Russians, mist) Chinese are better than me they are — which, he thinks is lower down than himgoing to teagh them something I say, let them dream, because self. He classes Indians, EgypUnited States as it has disappeared in Italy, gathering. Such doings have a plantation
they are perched up on a high tians and Russians as low down
in due time. Just wait "
in Spain, in Brazil, in Hawaii, in Mexico and overtone which we should hasten to forget.
-How tow" I asked.
tall building of deceit. When they as he does Negroes. So if them
It was not without good reason that the
Cuba.
"With
all
deliberate
speed,"
said
look
down and start dreaming they foreign countries keep on sassing
late
forebode
the
Robert S. Abbott
word
However, because of a distressing deSimple. "Meanwhile, let them are falling, and screaming like Mr. Charlie, Mr. Charlie is just
termination of some supposedly progressive Negro in the headlines of the Chicago Dedown home Kluxers and White Cit- Talmadge in their dream, that will going to get so upset he can't
persons among us to cling to the word Ne- fender. He saw how the word bred an inferiizens Councilars keep on disgrac- be when their dream will turn take it, and blow hia top. When
and
revived
painful
memories
ority
complex
gro as a generic designation for their pet
Mg themselves in the sight of the into a nightmare. Then when they his top is blower] and his wig is
projects or organizations, despite the con- of alavery. Unfolding events since Mr. Abworld. God knows a new day is fall kerplung on the ground with gone, then is when colored kids
notations of inferiority and second close bott's death have fully justified his previsdawning when they will be cut the colored kids steppeig politely can take up their studies with a
citizenship, the label may linger for yet ion and policy.
down to
over them going to school, that clear mind. Old as I am. I will
MRS. GLADYS GREENWOOD
emblems to those persons who
"Do you think the peoples of will be the day they have, for real, go back to school, too, to pick
are now employed with Su.
cashier
clerk, Supreme Lib.
Africa and the East are going to done fell out of bed. Then they up where the white folks left off.
preme Liberty Life and have
declare war on America?" I ask- will call me to help them up, but and try to learn something about
erty Life Insurance company's
served continuously f o r in
ed.
I will be too busy getting my arith- behaving mys-lf. Out of their own
district office, 247's Poplar
The recent legislative inquiry into the ef- pointed out as a classic example of the feassears or more. Mrs. Green"I hope not," said Simple, "be- metic."
hooks I will try to learn someis being presented a pin for
wood, of 767 Tate, is a nacause I do not want to get shot
"I see you don't believe in re- thing good, After which I would
fLt of integration on the schools in the na- ibility of the new order as well as the ef- long
service with the comfectiveness of its operation when a proper
tive Memphian. She received
myself."
invite them old crackers into the
turigia good for evil. I said.
tion's capital aroused deep suspicion both
pany, Earnest B. Payne, disher elementary and high
climate of opinion was created.
"Then what do you think is go- "I do." said Simple, 'but with school to learn something, too, beits
and
intent.
to
legitimacy
trict
as
manager, is making the
school education in the public
This was too damaging an exhibit
ing to happen?" I asked.
all deliberate speed. I would let cause today they are just pure•D
presentation. President Earl
schools in Memphis and Roe'
The show was staged with a cast of against those who had enlisted their inter"I think they are just going to them lay there a few years on the ignorant, thai's all."
K. Dickerson has recently apton, Mass. she is a graduate
characters that could not have been more est in the cause of racial segregation. o.
proved the issue of serve
of Henderson Business college.
representative of Southern bias on the sub- something had to be done under the guise of
JOHN H. SINGSTACKE, Publish*,

L. ALEX WILSON, Edit*, end General M•riege,

Simple Dreams Up A
Nightmare For The Deep South

Stigma

iii

ject under investigation than if they had
been picked by the High-Priests of the most
rabid Dixiecrats from the backwoods of
Mississippi and Georgia.
With Representative James C. Davis of
Georgia as its Chairman, it was a foregone
conclusion that the hearings would yield results and findings quite pleasing to Southern ears. The subcommittee has fooled no
one. It was clear as day what the purpose
of the inquiry was. It was to discredit integration in the District of Columbia where it
was working without friction and was being

Union Ma.; But Republican
Dear Editor: In answer to Au.
thur B. Hewson's letters in your
Sept. 18 edition. He asks, "How
can a union man vote for Eisenhower and the Republican party "
Labor has always enjoyed more
privilege to organize as well as
higher salaries and better working
conditions in those states that has
a controlling Republican influence
than in the solid Democratic
states. of the South.
There is only Democratic party and the Southern politicians control that party. If the Democrats
desire to help labor a good place
for them to start would be in
Mississippi and Georgia and other
states that they control. T h e
party has always been
ceap labor or slave labor.
Andrew Jackson, the re-orgaizer of the Democratic party,
spent the rest of his life after
leaving the presidency in 1837, trying to perpetuate slavery, or free
labor, which was in direct competition with paid 'labor,

a "harmless" legislative process. Thus,
when the hearings started, the public was
not too surprised at the preponderance of
negative critical offerings by those who had
been called upon to testify.
The feeling prevails in informed circles
that testimony given at the hearings was
so much to the liking of the Committee as
to suggest prior rehearsal. It is certain that
there would have been no legislative interrogation had there not been assurance given
in advance that the subcommittee's wishes
would be accommodated.

It is legislation advanced lv Republicans that gives labor or the
laboring man a voice in the union.
Mr. Hewson says that he is not
a union man, but he criticizes
or condemns high salaried managers and stockholders,
Where does he think that the
intelligence and finance that it
takes t o build and maintain the
great industries from which his
salary. the salary of labor and
finance that it takes to maintain
a strong union comes from.
I am a union man, and in 1936
was chairman of the board of
directors of a Chicago local. And
f am supporting and voting a
straight Republican ticket from
Eisenhower to George Lawrence
for congressman. —LeRoy Tyree.
Chicago, Ill,

Views Integrati•on
Dear Editor: This is integration
snags as one ex-Southerner looks
at them,
Many rural Negro schools in the
deep South have teachers who are

1
i
1.13
iit Aiiii
PN1

scarcely equipped to teach third
grade.
Some rural Negro students have
only a few months in school each
year, to help their parents earn
their family income. In many rural areas there are no high school
for Negro students. If the family
is not financially able to send theit
children to room and board, then
the education stops with grade
soma
However. when the student doe.
go to another school in an orban center, the white or Negro
student
is so far superior that the
-rural Negro feels bewildered.
There are many different subjects
and the whole school system is
new to them.
With such inferior educational
background, why should they be
expected to make as high a rating
on achievement tests as students
who had far better educational
background. — Henrietta Cheatham, Gary, Ind.
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IS LAST WORDS
. GO AHEAD 'N' SHOOT
.YOU COULDN'T HIT THE SIDE OF A BARN,"

In Memphis recently an odd collection of characters pregnant with
many strange brain-children decided to pool their political ells:Jets
and campaign on behalf of their
own candidates for president and
vice president. The common
ground upon which all of them
stood was the narrow issue of
states' rights.
It was a weird convention of
the ultra conservatives in our
midst and the sessions. according to press report, seemed to
have been sillier than anything
that we have ever witnessed. The
anti-Negro professionals, of course,
turned out in force and there was
unanimous support for segregation
and the so-called southern way of
life.
This is a period of great Lension
on the race relations front and
in such times we can expect the
rise of all kinds of phony prophets
and self-styled saviours who talk
like screwballs. These radicals on
the right behave in many ways
like the radicals on the left. They
view almost everything with alarm
and if you do not do as they suggest then you can look forward to
going to hell in a hurry.
The one thing that I don't like
about this situation i3 that these
screwballs seem to have the capacity to frighten SO many decent,
good people of both races. Frankly, I have a hunch that these reactionarirs are digging their own
grave by isolating themselves

from the main stream of the body Communists who specialize i n
politic. If, however, they c a n making use of various "fronts".
put enough fear into the hearts of
the great majority of sane Amer- The sociologists tell us that ws
icans, v;:e shall suffer for a long, have and probably always wilt
have such a "lunatic fringe" te
long time.
I should point out here also that America. This element in the so
we have a few Negro reaction- ciety can become dangerous if it
aries who can be classed among is financed anti well organized. It
the prize-winning screwballs who is from such rotten eggs that Hit
met in Memphis. I refer to such lers are hatched. This we cannot
men as the so-called Archbishop afford to forget.
The rise of the screwballs and
C. c. Addison of Harlem who told
newsmen recently that he heads the widespread tension between
a group calico Black Nationalists the races which has developd Ut
which supports segregation. This many areas challenge all of en•
alleged Negro group has, accord- today and we must meet that chal
ing to Addison, a "working agree- lenge. Many of us have been clam
ment" with a white Nationalist oring for the President and otherin Washington to say and do some
Party of the U. S. A.
Here is an item from the N. Y. thing. I think it important that
they do so.
Times on the latter:
''The white party dates publicThis, however, will not be
ly from an October, 1954 meetenough today. I firmly believe that
ing organized by West Hooker, we
must mobilize our churches.
a former advertising executive. teachers, and all the
leadership
A Nationalist Youth League, open we can find at the
grass roots
to youths 13 to 21, according to a level into
a crusade for sanity and
bulletin, has been distributing anti- full
citizenship on a scale not yes
Jewish literature from 354 E. 83rd attempted. Our 'crusade for
free
st., in the Yorkville area, Mr. dom" in
Europe is a fine think
Hooker rented the Premises last and we might employ
some of the
April."
same techniques in this crunch
Since Archbishop Addison claims to win the minds of the
prejudiced
a "working agreement" with Mr, and ignorant at
home.
Hooker's organization, it may be
This is easy to say and diffieun
found that both groups stem from
the same source and are possibly to do. Nevertheless, the time ha.
financed out of the same treas- come to make a start before it I.
ury. These extremists on the right too late, We have got to maki
operate just as cleverly as t h e brotherhood big business.
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African Chief Reserves Views Of U.S. A.

- WARREN
By MRS. MAME M. BURNETT
•
ur
Mrs. Elnora Gill and Mrs. Dan
'Tones were the recent guests of
M rs. E. M. Alburtha of Dermott, BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
k.
The Spiritual Five Quartet and, The last rites of Ike Harris, sr.,
the Jubilees and also the Five ; were held at the St. John IndeClouds of Joy, rendered a wonder-j pendent Methodist Charch on Sepful program last Sunday at Bethel; tember 26 at 2:00 p.m. The euloBy ALICE A. DUNNIGAN
I you have encountered in this
AME church, it was enjoyed by gy was delivered by Rev. J. L
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Re-, country — or maybe some of the
all attending. Rev. P. H. Russell Miller. Mr. Harris, sr , leaves to
mourn his passing, a aide, M r s.
luctaet to discuss his impressions' most unpleasant" another reIs the pastor.
of the United States a young Al- porter inquired.
Mrs. Clara Yarber is very ill, Cornelious Hcrris, one son, Ike
rice's King stated last week that
-I want to make this knows
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